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Despite the prevalence of intrusion detection systems (IDS), they have garnered even more support due to the realization by many experts that intrusion prevention is an unrealistic goal. System calls, or syscalls, have been a popular data source for IDSs because the collection of which imposes low impact on system performance and they have strong security semantic implications; other than some denial-of-service attacks (DOS), malware must utilize syscalls in order to provide any utility to the attacker. However, proposed solutions fall short in modeling, and thus protecting, real-world, complex programs. Namely, they fall short in dealing with highly multi-threaded programs, especially those which contain diverse thread behaviors. Motivated by this problem, this thesis takes a holistic approach by 1) improving the quality of syscall datasets, 2) refining the modeling of program behavior, and 3) introducing new anomaly detection logic which can leverage the tailored model produced as a result of the previous two.

The first contribution is a syscall dataset collector which enables the production of custom datasets for syscall host intrusion system research (HIDS) and development. With aging datasets, current syscall HIDS solutions are pigeonholed into using their limited characteristics, thus, limiting their effectiveness when applied to real-world programs and systems. We provide an extensible syscall dataset collector which includes structural and contextual information regarding syscalls, yet allows for researchers to easily add their own features to more quickly develop and evaluate their systems. This dataset collector can aid researchers in widening the solution space for syscall HIDS.

The second contribution is a methodology to identify thread behaviors in a complex program, enabling the construction of more tailored models in legacy syscall HIDS approaches, or for use directly in anomaly detection. Due to the flat, interleaved structure of syscall patterns from simple
programs in existing datasets, the problem of effectively modeling, and thus, monitoring complex multi-threaded programs remains largely unaddressed. Providing thread-wise sequences from more complex, multi-threaded programs is a step in the right direction. However, threads are often anonymous and do not lend themselves to easy identification. Therefore, we propose clustering thread behaviors, which are represented by graphs, as a preprocessing step that can be used as a means of thread behavior classification via clustering. Consequently, prior techniques can more accurately model the syscall patterns of multi-threaded programs as they are now tasked with modeling more cohesive subsets of the training data. This work has implications in real-time and offline anomaly detection.

The third contribution is an anomaly detection technique leveraging the identified groups of behaviors from the second contribution. As mentioned earlier, modeling and monitoring complex multi-threaded programs in syscall HIDS is extremely challenging as threads may exhibit different behaviors, each emitting a distinct syscall pattern. Therefore, a "one size fits all" approach in capturing the diverse behaviors confounds the monolithic models of previous approaches. We present detection logic utilizing the clusters capturing behavior groups and their respective boundary members to automatically determine thresholds between normal and anomalous behavior. The result is an accurate and tailored detection model effective in monitoring multi-threaded programs with fast testing and training times.
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION

In an era where the asymmetries between attackers and defenders are becoming more pronounced with the daily revelations of compromises of high-profile organizations, cybersecurity professionals are challenging current philosophies in defending their systems. It is well understood that the defender’s job is many times more difficult than that of the attacker’s, where the former needs to mitigate all exploitable targets (known and unknown) and the latter only needs to succeed in attacking one. The systems for which defenders are responsible are highly complex with many interdependences, and the field of cybersecurity metrics has yet to mature enough to yield adequate approaches to report or quantify vulnerabilities or defense posture in some actionable way. Attacks are now perceived as an inevitability, even for the most well defended entity. This demands a paradigm shift in cyber defense strategy.

There is a resurgence in emphasis on IDSs. Although a cyber defense setup typically involves the utilization of multiple technologies working in concert, more accurate and responsive IDSs can help detect attacks sooner, with less damage to an organization as a result. These qualities are especially important as attacks are stealthier, and in some cases, only leave traces in already highly volatile resources (e.g., a program’s stack segment). The positive aspect of this problem is that the data sources which researchers can utilize for intrusion detection are virtually boundless. However, each data source has performance and accuracy trade-offs, so they must be selected with caution. Syscalls have shown promise in being a good compromise between performance and accuracy in anomaly detection, which is a technique for detecting intrusions.

1.1 Problem Statement

The use of syscalls in intrusion detection has been studied for nearly two decades. Previous work in this field includes contribution and analysis of datasets for evaluating these systems, modeling program behavior using syscall traces, and inference algorithms by which anomalies and intrusions can be detected. However, these areas have not evolved at the same rate. In particular, two popular
datasets for syscall HIDS studies, The University of New Mexico and Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining '98/'99 datasets, have been used to evaluate prior approaches [3, 4, 6]. Despite more complex algorithms applied to anomalous syscall sequence detection, their evaluation against these aging, more simplistic datasets more produce results not reflective of their performance monitoring modern software. This is demonstrated in [25], where previous approaches applied to their modestly more challenging dataset, composed of some multi-threaded programs, lead to suboptimal results. The focus on aging datasets has stunted the advancement of syscall HIDS in protecting modern systems composed of complex, multi-threaded programs. As a result, we identify three key directions of focus to help researchers leverage the full potential of syscalls in detecting anomalies and intrusion:

1. Improving and Enriching Syscall Data Sources
2. Developing More Tailored Models of Program Behavior

1.2 Thesis Contribution

The goal of this research is to improve the state-of-the-art in syscall HIDS in modeling, and thus monitoring, complex, multi-threaded programs. A multi-faceted approach is taken to address shortcomings in three areas of syscall HIDS development: 1) the data source, 2) modeling, and 3) anomaly detection logic. This thesis focuses on improving three main areas. These three thrusts are illustrated in Figure 1.1 along with the corresponding contributions presented within this thesis.

1.2.1 A Dataset Collector for Next Generation System Call Host Intrusion Detection Systems

Over the years, system calls (syscalls) have become an increasingly popular data source for host intrusion detection systems (HIDS). This is partly due to their strong security semantic implications. As syscalls conform to a program’s control-flow graph, a deviation in a syscall sequence
may imply a deviation in a program’s control-flow graph. This is useful for detecting the control-flow hijacking class of attacks. Additionally, malware must utilize syscalls in order to provide any utility to the attacker, with the exception of some denial-of-service attacks. Because all syscalls are observable from the kernel, this makes evasion difficult for attackers under syscall HIDS. Given their suitability for HIDS, many approaches based on syscalls have been proposed. However, the syscall datasets available are not always the most suitable for these and emerging techniques in analytics, as they may need additional structural or contextual information about syscalls in their decision engine. Furthermore, this flatness of previous datasets often pigeonholes solutions into those which are limited by that data view. It is also burdensome on the researcher to generate his own custom dataset. In this work, we propose an extensible syscall dataset generator which includes structural and limited contextual information regarding syscalls, yet allows for researchers to easily add their own features to more quickly develop and evaluate their systems. Our dataset generator can aid researchers in widening the solution space for syscall HIDS.

1.2.2 Thread Behavior Clustering for Improved Syscall Pattern Modeling

System calls (syscalls) have been demonstrated to be a promising data source in host intrusion detection systems for characterizing the nature of programs as normal or anomalous. Many approaches to syscall anomaly detection systems have been proposed. However, their effectiveness has been usually validated against simple, and primarily, single-threaded programs. These techniques do not necessarily translate into modeling multi-threaded programs, where each thread can generate a different pattern of syscalls. Therefore, when tested against complex, multi-threaded programs, most of these approaches produce abysmal results. This is because these techniques model the interleaved syscall sequences of these patterns. This interleaved view confounds the models of those techniques. Simply filtering sequences by thread is an insufficient solution, as threads are often anonymous and do not lend themselves to easy identification for subsequent modeling. However, grouping, or clustering, threads by some behavior similarity metric can enable legacy techniques to achieve the successes reported in their respective studies. Submodels
corresponding to those clusters can comprise a more tailored and representative model of program behavior with respect to syscall execution. In this work, we propose the clustering of thread syscall behaviors, represented by graphs, as a preprocessing step that can be used as a means of thread behavior classification via clustering. Consequently, prior techniques can more accurately model the syscall patterns of multi-threaded programs as they are tasked with modeling more cohesive subsets of the training data. This work has implications in real-time and offline anomaly detection.

1.2.3 Anomaly Detection Using System Call Behavior Graphs

Anomaly detection using system call (syscall) traces in proprietary, multi-threaded programs has proven to be an extremely challenging problem. This is because such programs may have many concurrent elements, each possibly with distinct behavior. Additionally, these elements, or threads, have little to no identifying information visible to the detection system (henceforth, referred to as anonymous). Consequently, these threads may emit different syscall patterns. Existing approaches primarily process the flat, interleaved view of these patterns in a first-in-first-out manner, confounding their behavior signatures, and thus, detection models. Even with a thread-sensitive approach, it is necessary to differentiate among the different behaviors of these anonymous threads to build an accurate, normal profile encapsulating the composite behavior of a program. We accomplish this differentiation by per-thread filtering of interleaved syscall sequences into syscall behavior graphs, which are then clustered to group thread activity by similarity. However, we fall short in applying this to anomaly detection, as that approach is primarily intended as a preprocessing step to existing data-driven syscall anomaly detection algorithms. In this work, we propose a technique for detecting anomalies using the clusters themselves and their respective boundary members to automatically determine thresholds between normal and anomalous behavior. The result is an accurate and tailored detection model for multi-threaded programs with fast training and testing times.
1.3 Thesis Organization

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we cover fundamental concepts and discuss related works. In Chapter 3, we introduce a syscall dataset collector which produces rich, per-thread sequences for syscall HIDS research and development. In Chapter 4, we propose a method for identifying thread behaviors via syscall sequences to aid in producing more refined models of highly multi-threaded programs for syscall anomaly detection. In Chapter 5, we explore utilizing thread behavior groups, identified by the previously mentioned technique, directly for anomaly detection. In Chapter 6, we discuss the implications of our research and future directions.
Chapter 2: BACKGROUND

In this chapter, general information about IDSs is given. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 are self-contained and provide additional background information specific to those contributions. The same is true for related works.

2.1 Intrusion Detection Flavors

IDSs play an important role in the suite of cyber defense tools aimed at detecting attacks or compromises. Such attacks are detected using signatures or marked deviations from profiles representing normal system behavior. Generally, IDSs come in two flavors: network intrusion detection systems (NIDS), which discover attacks using network traffic, and host intrusion detection systems (HIDS), which discover attacks using a plethora of data sources available within a host. NIDS have the difficult task of trying to discover attacks using a noisy data source with dynamic transmission patterns and packets generated by many programs from many different hosts. Further complicating the task is the fact that network traffic is becoming increasingly encrypted, nullifying signature based techniques in detecting attacks. In contrast to such tools that monitor systems collectively, HIDS offer the ability to observe and analyze more nuanced changes in system behavior exhibited by more advanced attacks and monitor programs individually, each with a distinct set of signatures and profiles. Additionally, HIDS can mitigate the difficulty in monitoring encrypted traffic as it is decrypted either by the OS network stack or the application, depending on the technology used (e.g., IPSec vs TLS). In the advent of control-flow hijacking attacks employing code-reuse techniques, HIDS offer the best opportunity in detecting such elusive tactics.

2.2 HIDS Data Sources

As mentioned earlier, HIDS can utilize a variety of data sources to detect attacks. Much of this information is contained within audit logs, which captures a variety of program and system events within a host. Biskup et al. [17] identify three types of audit data that can be logged by Solaris OS
(and any modern OS for that matter): host-based data derived from different hosts and stored in a Host-Audit log, network-based data based on network collection sensors and stored in a Net-Audit log, and out-of-band data collected from applications and stored in both Application-Audit and Accounting log files.

Of particular interest are syscall sequences which have proven to be a valuable data source for a variety of reasons. As applications must interact with their environments, it can characterize the interaction between user-space and kernel-space, underscoring some intent of a program. Additionally, we report that the collection of all syscalls in kernel-space from every thread in a system incurs about a 3% overhead, albeit without any analysis. These qualities make syscalls a very attractive data source for intrusion. As such, we will focus on this data source in our research.

2.3 Intrusion Detection Schemes

Various schemes, or approaches, can be taken to detect intrusions in a system. These include specification-based detection, misuse detection, or anomaly detection. The approach selected primarily depends on the type of positively identified data given to the defender for model building: known-bad, known-good, or "normal" profile data. The definitions of these approaches can be expressed in terms of these classifications of data used to build the detection model [102]:

- **Specification-based detection**: This scheme is used when patterns of good, or benign, activity are known. Activity that matches these patterns is classified as benign; otherwise, it is malicious.

- **Misuse detection**: This scheme is used when patterns of bad, or malicious, activity are known. Activity that matches these patterns is classified as malicious; otherwise, it is an benign.

- **Anomaly detection**: This scheme is used when patterns of *normal* activity are known. Similar to specification-based detection, activity that matches these patterns is classified as benign; otherwise, it is malicious.
In this chapter, we shift attention to an aspect of syscall HIDS research that has been largely overlooked: the datasets. For nearly two decades, the same datasets from the late 90s to the early 2000s have been used to validate syscall HIDS. Furthermore, these datasets are static, precluding the researcher from enriching the data source to accommodate new anomaly detection algorithms. In this chapter, we propose a dataset collector with which researchers can generate datasets with custom thread and contextual information to help develop syscall HIDS for the complex, highly multi-threaded systems of concern to defenders today. The content of this chapter is an extended version of [74].

3.1 Introduction

Important to research and development of system call (syscall) HIDS are syscall datasets with which a proposed system can be validated and compared with others. Prior availability of syscall datasets expedites development of syscall HIDS, as time can be focused on the decision engine (DE) rather than the development of yet another syscall dataset. However, current datasets for syscall HIDS contain only flat sequences or lack contextual information, the problems of which will be elaborated in Section 3.3. This pigeonholes solutions into those which deal only with such sequences, limiting the success that can be achieved with syscall HIDS. Additionally, these datasets are derived from very simple programs, many of which are single-threaded [25]. Therefore, results against these datasets can be misleading, as the syscall sequences contained within are not representative of the many complex programs that are highly vulnerable to attacks and of high interest to defenders (e.g., web browsers and web servers).

In this work, we introduce a dataset collector that 1) provides structural and contextual information from an arbitrary target program, 2) is extensible to include additional execution-feature a researcher deems important for anomaly detection, and 3) is public domain to encourage future
development. The overarching goal is to widen the solution space of syscall HIDS and expedite their development. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 briefly describes the related work, Section 3.3 underpins the fundamental limitations of previous datasets, Section 3.4 describes the basic ideas the derived objectives for our collector, Section 3.5 discusses implementation details, and Section 3.6 concludes.

3.2 Related Work

Three main datasets exist with which researchers have been testing their syscall HIDS: The Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining ’98 and ’99 datasets (KDD), The University of New Mexico dataset (UNM), and the more recent Australian Defence Force Academy Linux Dataset (ADFA-LD) [3,4,6,25]. In the following subsections, a characterization of each dataset is given, highlighting their pros and cons.

3.2.1 The KDD Datasets

The KDD ’98 and ’99 datasets were used for The International Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining Tools Competition, held in conjunction with The International Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining. They are composed of Solaris BSM audit logs, which contain a plethora of system-wide events in addition to syscalls for analysis. These datasets represent the first systematic, valuable and innovative resources for the early development of syscall HIDS. Forrest et al introduced her seminal work in syscall anomaly detection in [36] with evaluations against these datasets. Her contributions continues to influence the use of syscalls as a means of anomaly detection today.

Despite being among the first datasets with which syscall HIDS were developed, they have been heavily criticized for their use in evaluating more recent syscall HIDS. [64] [65] [34] and [64] highlight that the 90s era systems under which the data was collected hardly reflect the systems in use today and critique the methodology used to generate the datasets. Finally, little emphasis is placed on the structure of syscall sequences and absolutely no CPU-context information about
the syscalls are contained within the logs. The problems associated with these deficiencies will be elaborated in Section 3.3.

3.2.2 The UNM Dataset

The UNM dataset was popularized by the groundbreaking work of Forrest et al [36] [94]. It contains syscall sequences generated in SunOS from the programs `lpr`, `xlock`, `named`, `login`, `ps`, `inetd`, `sendmail`, and `s-tide`, which is a syscall HIDS itself. The sequences are from both synthetic and live sources.

The variety of programs from both synthetic and live sources made this a good dataset for early work in syscall HIDS. However, the programs are simple in comparison to highly complex and dynamic programs (e.g., with dynamically loadable modules) such as web servers and browsers. Good results against this dataset could be misleading, as they may fail dramatically against more complex and realistic datasets [25]. Additionally, more elaborate DEs need more sequences to converge, and the relatively few sequences split among the various programs in the UNM datasets may be largely insufficient for more capable machine learning algorithms. Finally, the syscall sequences are also flat.

3.2.3 The ADFA-LD Dataset

The ADFA-LD dataset was designed to succeed the previous two datasets, with an emphasis on machine-wide collection of syscalls. Data was collected using the `auditd` program under Linux.
Aside from the data generation on a more modern system, it contains a rich set of attacks ranging from password cracking to web shells.

Unfortunately, ADFA-LD suffers from the flatness as previous datasets. With sequences such as 6, 6, 63, 6, 42, …, no structure or context can be obtained from the syscalls. The implications of this will be explained in the next section.

3.3 Problem

A quick glance at previous datasets reveals a few problems. These can be characterized by the structure, type and quantity of the syscall sequences and the complexity of the target programs they profile. The following sections elaborate on these problems and highlight their implications on intrusion detection.

3.3.1 Sequence Structure

The most limiting characteristic of previous datasets is the structure of their syscall sequences. All sequences in these datasets are flat: linear sequences with little to no thread information. In the case of multi-threaded programs, which arguably comprise the bulk of programs defenders want to monitor, this poses a problem. In particular, the syscalls generated from the parent and various children threads of a program are interleaved in a linear sequence without distinction. Figure 3.2a depicts a flat sequence of syscalls. As syscall sequence recognition is essentially a language modeling problem [92], this degrades the learned model as "bad transitions" (circled in Figure 3.2b) increase the set of acceptable languages considered normal. This can be exploited by attackers as this gives him more maneuverability in the set of malicious sequences he can generate that may evade a DE in a mimicry attack [93], illustrated in Figure 3.7. Shaded areas represent area for maneuverability in a mimicry attack.
Non-Determinism

In the event that two or more threads execute syscalls simultaneously (e.g., in a multi-core system), their order in a flat sequence is uncertain. Furthermore, as thread execution is non-deterministic with respect to identical program inputs, and depends on system load and scheduling algorithms, so are the resulting flat syscall sequences. Figure 3.3 depicts this phenomenon, where a program $P$ is executed multiple times with the same input. This demands that HIDS algorithms that use flat inputs accommodate this phenomenon, with adjacent syscall events possibly resulting from different threads in a non-deterministic fashion. These "bad transitions" represent deviations in a control-flow graph (CFG), thus allowing derived syscall HIDS models to permit them. This is one source of inaccuracy in existing syscall HIDS. In Figure 3.2b, this phenomenon is captured by circled adjacent syscalls, where each syscall in a pair is generated by a different thread. Popular subsequence database (DB) and hidden Markov model (HMM) methods directly learn these bad transitions.

Dependence

Related to the problem of interleaved syscalls is the challenge of learning dependence. In this context, a dependence refers to the true, per-thread order of syscalls. However, in flat sequences, this true order is interjected with syscalls from all threads (parent and children). The arcs in Figure 3.2b depict true dependence to highlight the correct transitions a model must learn, and interjected
threads disrupt this order. A HIDS algorithm must learn to discover these dependences in a flat sequence to more accurately model the set of acceptable syscall sequences a program may generate.

Subsequence DBs and HMMs (for the most part), cannot capture these dependences. In special cases of HMMs, higher-order models predicting states from the previous $n$ states can be modeled, but incurs an exponential growth in states with respect to $n$. Currently, the best class of models for learning dependence using flat sequences is recurrent neural networks, with Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks performing the best among them [45]. However, due to non-determinism, these networks require many presentations of equivalent sequences to discover dependences.

### 3.3.2 Data Type

Another restricting characteristic of previous datasets is that the syscall sequences are purely numbers indicating which kernel service is desired by the user space program. In other words, the context of syscalls is omitted. Research such as [59] shows that syscall arguments can also be used for intrusion detection. A dataset that includes such context information (e.g., register values and limited memory operands) in addition to pure syscall numbers may lead to the development of more accurate syscall HIDS.
3.3.3 Dataset Quantities

Previous datasets give a limited number of training sequences to build DEs. This is a strong assumption on the adequate number and length of sequences needed for new techniques. As machine-learning approaches grow in complexity, so does the quantity of training data they require. This is especially true in the case of LSTM neural networks [45]. Typically a large number of machine-learning parameters is necessary to model a language, especially a potentially complex syscall language of a program. Figure 3.5 shows how a CFG can be converted into a syscall finite-state machine (FSM) using modified Depth-First Search (DFS) [42, 92, 95]. Consequently, the complexity of the FSM, and its corresponding regular language, is dependent on the CFG. The number of parameters determines the amount of training data to derive a sufficient model. As a result, more training data than what is currently offered by current datasets may be insufficient for new approaches.

3.3.4 Complexity of Targets

The aforementioned problems become exacerbated as the complexity of a program increases. In this work, complexity refers to the number of distinct syscalls and thread functionalities in a program. Thread functionalities correspond to distinct subgraphs in a whole-program CFG (super CFG) which individual threads traverse. Previous datasets, with the exception of ADFA-LD, profile simple, less complex programs such as lpr. Syscall HIDS which report success with such programs are misleading as they fail with complex, real-world programs of interest to defenders due partly to the previously discussed problems [24, 26]. ADFA-LD falls short in that, although it contains sequences generated by complex programs, its sequences are flat and contain no thread and context information. Finally, none of the previous datasets address the fact that complex programs, or attacks, may spawn processes which generate sequences outside of the target. It is necessary to incorporate the sequences of spawned processes to aid in verifying ‘helper’ programs or detecting malicious activity such as unauthorized shell execution. Mozilla Firefox is an example of an ideal target for syscall HIDS validation as it is highly complex with helper
programs, plugins (dynamically loadable code) and numerous distinct syscalls [5]. Figure 3.1 illustrates the high degree of thread functionality in Mozilla Firefox, with each set corresponding to a 'helper' program, and members in each set referring to child thread functionalities. These thread functionalities were identified using the comm attribute in the Linux data structure struct task, which developers of Mozilla Firefox presumably set for debugging purposes, as this field is usually the name of the executable. During the course of normal execution, the main binary of Mozilla Firefox (firefox) may spawn plugin-container, ls and grep. firefox and plugin-container can execute up to 40 and 29 identifiable thread functionalities (excluding anonymous threads), respectively, each of which generates and interjects syscalls into a flat syscall sequence non-deterministically. The overlap of firefox and plugin-container in this figure refers to functionality that may be common to both, perhaps provided by shared libraries.

3.4 Basic Ideas

As mentioned earlier, the syscall HIDS can be reduced to a language modeling problem. Therefore, a dataset collector focused on providing structured (filtered) per-thread sequences of syscalls to avoid the problems of flat, interleaved, noisy sequences will help syscall HIDS learn languages more representative of their respective programs. As such, this improved view on syscall se-
Figure 3.5: CFG to FSM (Regular Language) Conversion via Modified DFS. Numbered basic blocks contain syscalls.

sequences is the basis of this work. The transformation of a flat sequence to a structured sequence is illustrated in Figure 3.4. In the following subsections, we elaborate on the implications of flat and structured syscall sequences on language modeling, and outline derived objectives for a better dataset collector to aid in improved syscall HIDS design and development.

3.4.1 Languages of Syscall Sequences

The problem of syscall HIDS can be viewed as a language modeling problem [93]. That is, given a dataset $S$ of program sequences, or the control-flow specification $M$ extracted from source or binary (Figure 3.5), the derived language accepts a set of sequences representative of normal program behavior. Given a dataset $S$ (or model $M$), a language $L(S)$ ($L(M)$) is the collection of sequences that a DE will recognize as acceptable. With the aforementioned problems of using flat sequences in model building, the language $L$ can accept considerably more sequences not representative of normal program behavior. Refer to Figure 3.7 for an illustration of this. $L(True)$ represents the ideal language that a DE should detect; syscall sequences only representative of those a multi-
threaded program can generate conforming to its CFG. $L(Flat)$ represents the language, based on the same program, in which syscalls from multiple threads are interleaved. In this example, the model accepts more sequences than it should, providing an attacker more freedom to construct malicious sequences deemed as acceptable by a DE. $L(PerThread)$ represents a language closer the $L(True)$ which we expect to achieve by using per-thread sequences for model building and analysis, as will be elaborated below. $L(PerThread)$ will also have shortcomings attributed to the selected HIDS algorithm, such as HMM’s probabilistic nature, thus leaving room for future improvement by utilizing other features such as syscall arguments, limited memory operands, syscall calling context, etc. This language is denoted in the figure by $L(PerThread + Context)$. Figure 3.6 shows how syscall calling context is represented in our collector. The path to a syscall is reduced into a hash symbol which is appended to the syscall number to disambiguate the multiple roles of the same syscall in a program [20].

![Figure 3.6: The Representation of Context as a Hash.](image)

### 3.4.2 Dataset Objectives

Given the problems of previous datasets, we set out to design a collector to lift the restrictions they impose on conceiving, developing and validating methods leveraging new techniques in analytics. The main objectives of the collector are listed below:

- Thread-Sensitivity: to allow the isolation of syscall patterns per thread, resulting in more
tailored models

- Context-Sensitivity: to disambiguate the multiple roles a syscall may serve in a program (e.g., write for file or socket)

- Unlimited Sequences: to remove assumptions on the number of sequences needed to train, validate and test a system.

- Complex Targets: to allow for more realistic evaluation of a HIDS

- Extensibility: to allow researchers to provision additional execution features to their HIDS.

- Public Domain: to encourage future expansion and development of the dataset and collection system

(https://git@github.com/marcusp46/syscall-dataset-generator.git)

Figure 3.7: Various Syscall Languages of a Program: Flat, PerThread, PerThread + Context, and True.

Table 3.1 shows a comparison between qualities of previous datasets versus those of datasets output from our collector. In Section 3.5 implementation details for the generic components and the configuration for profiling Mozilla Firefox are discussed.
Table 3.1: Comparison of Dataset/Collector Features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>UNM</th>
<th>KDD</th>
<th>ADFA-LD</th>
<th>Ours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic Source</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live Source</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thread Info</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context Info</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing Info</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spawn Following</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extensible</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Programs</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5 Collector Architecture

In this section, we document the implementation details for the collector. It is important to note that the design is generic and intended to be adaptable to any target. As such, researchers can profile a number of programs to test their approaches. Mozilla Firefox was chosen as the target in this work mainly because of its very high complexity and named threads, which can be used to validate anonymous thread identification techniques. Techniques which are able to discriminate between normal and anomalous sequences generated from such a program may prove to be more viable for real-world deployment. Additionally, Mozilla Firefox is more representative of programs which defenders want to monitor, as browsers are frequently targeted as infection vectors for malware. Therefore, synthetic and attack sequences from real exploits can be generated. Figure 3.8 depicts an architectural overview of the Mozilla Firefox syscall collector, comprised of the syscall collector, a containerized target execution environment, and dispatcher.

3.5.1 Syscall Collector

The syscall collector is the most important component of the syscall dataset collector. It is responsible for collecting per-thread syscall sequences along with contextual information for each syscall executed. Additionally, it must be extensible per the objectives established earlier in Section 3.4.

Intel’s Pin was used as the collection mechanism by which these qualities are achieved. Pin is a dynamic instrumentation tool which rewrites application code on-the-fly to include user-defined
Figure 3.8: Architecture of Client-Based Target Collector.

profiling and analysis routines and provides a rich API for accessing rich execution information. Pin is also available for Linux and Windows platforms, meaning that the collector can be used to develop syscall HIDS for both systems. For demonstration purposes, Ubuntu Linux is the host platform for profiling Mozilla Firefox [10].

**Spawn (execv) Following**  As mentioned earlier, not only is tracing the syscalls executed within a particular target important, but also those of programs spawned by that target. This allows for a more comprehensive analysis of a target’s activity, as the target may use the services of other programs. This capability of processes can just as easily be exploited to invoke programs of interest to attackers. In the case of Mozilla Firefox, additional instances of firefox, as well as instances of plugin-container, grep and ls may be spawned during the course of normal execution (Figure 3.1). As such, the syscall collector follows spawns by tracking the execv class of syscalls, which are responsible for programs executing other programs. For each spawned program, syscalls are tracked in the same manner as those from the parent process. Details of the syscall collector’s output are explained in Section 3.5.1.
**Output**  The output of the syscall collector can include any user-defined execution feature appropriate for a particular DE. However, the default output of our system provides baseline output to yield the desired qualities of syscall sequences previously discussed as well as flat sequences for DE comparison purposes and a reduced fileset size. Listing 3.1 describes fileset generated from an execution trial of a target. `execve` refers to the base filename of the main and spawned executable files, `iteration` refers to the invocation instance of those executable files (zero-based), and `ID` refers to the internal identification of threads according to order of creation within a process (zero-based).

1. `flat_<execv_name>_<iteration>.out`
   - flat program-view sequence to serve as input into legacy approaches and correlation to context and scheduling info for per-thread sequence reconstruction
2. `context_<execv_name>_<iteration>.out`
   - flat context info (register arguments) of each syscall corresponding to positions in 1
3. `schedule_<execv_name>_<iteration>.out`
   - identifier of thread contexts corresponding to positions in 1
4. `timing_<execv_name>_<iteration>.out`
   - inter-arrival time of syscalls corresponding to positions in 1
5. `thread_names_<execv_name>_<iteration>.out`
   - line-by-line listing of thread names indexed by `ID` (string)
6. `temporal_<ID>_graph_<execv_name>_<iteration>.out`
   - per-thread temporal graph data structure of syscall execution
7. `thread_<ID>_<execv_name>_<iteration>.out`
   - per-thread sequences of syscall sequences
8. `summary.out`
   - statistics of syscall execution during trial

**Listing 3.1: Output Files of The Collector and Their Descriptions**

It is important to note that the flat sequence is meant not only for input into traditional syscall HIDS approaches, but reduce the number of per-thread files output after an execution trial. For
example, per-thread inter-arrival times can be reconstructed using the flat*, scheduling* and timing* files.

### 3.5.2 Containerized Execution Environment

The containerized execution environment leverages features of Docker, which offers some of the isolation benefits of virtual machines (VM) in terms of segregating processes, filesystems and network interfaces [8]. In contrast to VMs, containers share the same kernel as the host but have a significantly lower resource footprint (CPU, memory) and much shorter provisioning time. Similar to VMs, containers are provisioned from images, which are typically mutable and changes are kept local to an instance, discarded upon container termination. This allows for the target program to run in a fresh environment in many instances simultaneously on a host, increasing the throughput of execution trials for dataset generation. Additionally, containers can be programmatically managed for full automation.

### 3.5.3 Dispatcher

The dispatcher coordinates all activities of the collector. For profiling Mozilla Firefox, it first receives input for URLs to visit. The source of URLs is discussed in Section 3.5.4. For each URL, the dispatcher provisions a container to run Mozilla Firefox under the syscall collector, storing the output files locally on the container. At termination, the files are copied from the container to the host under a unique identifier for the visit event.

### 3.5.4 Benign and Attack Datasets

For syscall HIDS development, benign and attack syscall sequences are necessary to train, validate and evaluate the derived models. One approach is to use controlled environments with automated interactions with the target program to generate synthetic data. The benefit of this approach is that known-benign and known-malicious interactions can be crafted. The limitation in this approach is that it is burdensome to create interactions rich enough to discover as much thread functionality as
possible to reduce false-positives when tested in real-world environments. In the context of Mozilla Firefox, it incumbent on the developer to create test websites with diverse content to explore as much of the code regions as possible. The other approach is to direct the target to interact in live environments. Although it is easier for the developer to discover more thread functionality, ensuring whether a source is benign or malicious is a challenge. The collector can be used for both, however, we followed the lead in [100], where Xu et al used the top 1K popular websites for benign sources. Attack sequences were generated in a controlled environment.

3.6 Conclusion

Syscalls have yet to realize their full potential in anomaly detection. Research has focused on datasets which lack much of the information about syscall events that can be utilized to improve detection accuracy. Also, the development of new datasets can be very time consuming.

This chapter presents a dataset collector that gives researchers and syscall HIDS an improved view of syscall sequences. It will guide researchers in discovering novel ways to utilize syscall sequences for HIDS and expedite their development. Our solution’s rich dataset generation, extensibility and availability to the public under license should lead to more exchange of ideas.
Chapter 4: THREAD BEHAVIOR CLUSTERING FOR IMPROVED SYSCALL PATTERN MODELING

In this chapter, we address a shortcoming in the modeling approach of previous techniques in syscall HIDS. Prior work focuses on building single, monolith models of program behavior, despite the wide range of behaviors it may exhibit through different thread functions. We propose a technique that will assist prior syscall anomaly detection models by clustering similar threads according to their syscall execution summaries, enabling the construction of simpler submodels based on corresponding clusters. As at the time of writing, the abridged version of this chapter is under review for the 8th ACM Conference on Data and Application Security and Privacy.

4.1 Introduction

Modeling program behavior accurately is essential in program characterization, especially in the realm of security. Inaccurate models induce an inherent error in the decision engine (DE) of behavior-based intrusion detection systems (IDS), which decide if activity is normal or anomalous. As programs are becoming more complex with an increasing number of concurrent activities, host IDSs (HIDS), which often rely on execution traces such as syscall sequences, are becoming less effective. In [25], Creech and Hu report abysmal performances of legacy syscall HIDS against their multi-threaded dataset. This is because they were developed and tested against single-threaded, or very simple multi-threaded, applications, such as lpr and sendmail. Programs of primary interest to defenders, such as web browsers (due to their high degree of exploitation), are far more complex programs than those against which legacy approaches were validated. For example, Mozilla Firefox has 50+ different concurrent activities, each possibly with multiple or common behaviors with other activities [5]. Each of those behaviors can generate its own distinct pattern of syscall sequences, which previous approaches model in an interleaved view. This view poses two main challenges for previous techniques: 1) learning dependences, and 2) overcoming non-determinism in interleaved syscall sequences [74].
Table 4.1: Identified threads in Firefox and their occurrences in the dataset (~’s intentional). Firefox is composed of the executables firefox and plugin-container.

Simply filtering syscall sequences by thread is inadequate because they are generally anonymous; kernel data structures representing threads often contain little to no information regarding their source or role, and more importantly, their behavior. Aside from invasive library call hooks, there is no scalable or reliable way to determine this information. Without threads tagged with such information, how can they be grouped by similar behavior? Motivated by techniques in malware classification, we explore the use of clustering as a means to identify similar groups of threads by their syscall activity summarized in compact graph structures. This can serve as a preprocessing step in building anomaly detection models, and potentially, as a means to cluster malware by their interaction with kernel services. In this work, we introduce thread behavior clustering as a technique to aid in building more cohesive, data-driven submodels that are collectively more representative of program behavior.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 briefly describes the related work, Section 4.3 underpins the problems in modeling multi-threaded programs and the challenges associated with a thread-sensitive approach, Section 4.4 presents an overview of our technique, Section 4.5 details clustering analysis applied to this problem, Section 4.7 reports results from evaluation, Section 4.8 discusses use-case scenarios, limitations, and future work, and Section 4.9 concludes.

4.2 Related Work

This work is influenced by 1) the leveraging of syscalls as a data source in anomaly detection, 2) the clustering of code features in the identification of malware families, and 3) the utilization...
of clusters to characterize program behavior for optimization. In this section, we highlight key concepts drawn from studies in these areas. Where applicable, we contrast this work with those studies, underscoring differences in objectives or how our work addresses their shortcomings.

4.2.1 Syscall Anomaly Detection

Syscalls have been demonstrated to be a valuable data source in anomaly and intrusion detection. This is because their collection imposes low overhead and they have strong security semantic implications; other than denial-of-service attacks (e.g., inducing an infinite loop), malware must utilize syscalls to provide any utility to the attacker, and normal patterns must conform to a program’s control-flow graph (CFG) [29]. Forrest et al. first explored the use of syscalls for anomaly detection, utilizing hidden Markov models (HMM) and the s-tide algorithm to model normal behavior, or self, as a means of identifying anomalous behavior, or non-self [36, 94]. This self/non-self formulation of syscall anomaly detection is a fundamental concept in understanding the problem; interleaved syscall patterns confound a DEs model of self. Her work inspired other notable methods over years, broadly categorized into data-driven [39, 94] and specification-based approaches [80, 92]. However, these methods, of the data-driven flavor particularly, are validated against simple programs and have major shortcomings in modeling complex, multi-threaded programs of interest to defenders (e.g., web browsers and servers) [25, 74]. Our work aims to enable these methods in modeling such applications by providing a preprocessing step which produces cohesive groups for them to model individually.

4.2.2 Malware Clustering

As of Q3 2017, nearly 700M samples of malware have been identified by McAfee and VirusTotal [9]. Due to the sheer number of malware samples, it is infeasible for security analysts to reverse engineer all. Many of these samples are slight modifications, or variants, of others, resulting in a phylogenetic tree. Identifying related groups and analyzing only core samples in each alleviates analysts from having to dissect all samples, as the variants may be semantically equivalent, or
slightly different, from their relatives. To accomplish this, researchers have resorted to machine learning to help identify groups of closely related samples, as well as the most representative sample in each group. A natural category of machine learning algorithms for this grouping is clustering, which can also be used to find phylogenetical relationships between the samples [14, 16, 54, 60]. Although the entities grouped in our work (threads) are different from malware samples, the problem of finding strongly related groups can be approached in a similar manner with the same benefit of reducing work; as clustering subdivides the work for malware analysts, so it can for model building in syscall HIDS. Ideas from [54] and [71] proved instrumental in grouping thread behaviors. Namely, we also leverage a graph structure to represent samples, utilize a similarity metric based on graph edit distance (GED), and cluster samples to identify cohesive groups of similar thread behavior. However, we opt for the behavior graph in [71], which is also based on syscalls, as statically generated call graph used in [54] does not capture dynamic behavior. An important distinction between these works and ours is reformulation of the GED-based similarity metric for feasibility.

4.2.3 Program Characterization

As mentioned earlier, accurate program modeling is essential in behavior-based intrusion detection. In the context of security, this helps distinguish between *self*, which consists of activities defined by a model, and *non-self*, which are other activities [36]. Modeling a program’s syscall behaviors in our work more closely resembles [32], where clustering is also used to model and characterize a program. Important distinctions between their work and ours is the objective and data representation they use in clustering. The goal in [32] is to characterize a program for optimization, not security. With respect to the data representations, [32] uses a combination of instruction, data flow and timing features from functions to define dis(similarity) between them. In this work, a behavior graph is used to determine likeness between threads to form thread groups for creating submodels.
4.3 Problem

Legacy approaches in syscall HIDS fall short in securing complex, highly multi-threaded programs. This stems from the fact that interleaved syscall sequences are utilized in modeling programs. Additionally, per-thread filtering alone is insufficient in solving the problem. After a thread syscall sequence is extracted, how do we associate it with other, similar threads for submodel construction? These problems are elaborated in the sections below.

4.3.1 Modeling Multi-threaded Programs

A limiting characteristic of legacy syscall HIDS is their usage of interleaved syscall sequences. An interleaved syscall sequence is such that syscalls executed by different threads are woven into a single sequence, breaking the true, per-thread order of syscalls. There are two phenomena associated with these sequences: non-determinism and dependence. Refer to Figure 4.1 for a depiction of these problems. As syscall HIDS is essentially a language modeling problem [92], these phenomena increase the set of acceptable sequences a syscall HIDS will accept as normal by learning bad transitions. This induces error in the DE by increasing false negatives (FN), permitting sequences that should otherwise be rejected. Figure 4.4 depicts the increased set of patterns accepted as normal with interleaved syscall sequences. Behavior_x represents a set of normal, closely related thread behaviors. Flat, which encompasses the normal thread behavior sets, depicts the negative impact of modeling interleaved syscall sequences. The shaded area indicates FNs and more room for an attacker to maneuver in syscall mimicry attacks [93]. All behavior sets collectively comprise the set S_{normal}, representing the model of a program. Overcoming these problems often requires computationally expensive data-driven modeling algorithms such as HMMs and neural networks, along with an extensive training set.

4.3.2 Identifying Thread Behaviors in Execution

An alternative for overcoming the non-determinism and dependences DEs must learn is filtering syscall sequences by thread. This will result in the true, per-thread order of syscalls executed.
Figure 4.1: An Interleaved Syscall Sequence and Associated Problems. Each color represents a thread. Circles denote bad transitions learned, and arcs denote correct dependences.

Listing 4.1: Syscall signature of clone in Linux. Responsible for spawning threads, none of the parameters indicate thread behavior.

However, these per-thread sequences, whose behaviors may vary greatly, must be modeled to characterize normal behavior of a program. Rather than building a single, monolithic model responsible for encapsulating all of these different behaviors, multiple submodels corresponding to cohesive groups of similar threads can be built. For example, instead of a single HMM trained on interleaved syscall sequences of a program, a separate HMM is trained for each group of similar sequences. Identifying these groups is a challenge, as threads, other than the main thread, are often anonymous or simply inherit the name of the executable. In this work, both are referred to as anonymous. Listing 4.1 shows the OS interface for clone in Linux, which is responsible for spawning threads and lacks information identifying thread behavior for a kernel-based collector to pass to a HIDS [10]. The target address for threads can be determined indirectly from the argument newsp, but addresses alone do not indicate behavior; threads may traverse only parts of its CFG (rooted at is function entry point) depending on program state. We refer to this as a thread’s modality. Furthermore, addresses are unreliable as the target addresses of threads may change between program executions in moving target defense strategies such as address space layout randomization (ASLR) [82].
4.4 Methodology

In this section, we give a high-level overview our approach. First, we discuss the objective of this technique. We then discuss the value of syscalls as a data source, give the rationale behind utilizing a graph representation, and briefly discuss the algorithms explored in clustering these graphs.

4.4.1 Objective

This work proposes a solution to better model complex, multi-threaded programs for syscall HIDS. Web browsers and servers are examples of such programs. Therefore, Mozilla Firefox 52.0.2 will serve as a target in evaluating this approach due to its rich debugging information identifying its many concurrent activities. Table 4.1 enumerates the 50 identified thread activities that can occur during the execution of Firefox; this table does not account for the anonymous activities and modality of threads. Each of these threads can generate its own syscall sequence pattern. However, it is suspected that some common behaviors are found across different activities. A "one size fits all" approach in modeling such highly multi-threaded programs renders many legacy approaches ineffective in modeling, and thus, characterizing and detecting deviations or anomalies in these programs. Instead, our approach enables distinct behaviors in these activities to be modeled individually, directing threads to appropriate models for training and testing. Conceptually, this work implements a demuxer, a digital circuit component responsible for selecting an output for a given input based on selection logic. Figure 4.2 depicts a demuxer, with an input thread thread_x routed to the correct submodel submodel_n for training or testing, depending on the phase. Refer to Section 4.8.2 for details in use cases. The goal is to produce a more tailored model composed of submodels capturing the diverse behavior in programs such as Mozilla Firefox. This will enable classical sequence modeling algorithms, such as HMMs, to achieve better results with complex, multi-threaded programs.
Figure 4.2: Objective of Selecting the Appropriate Model for Training/Testing. Conceptually, this work implements the select logic of a demuxer.

Figure 4.3: A Syscall Behavior Graph (SBG). Edge weights are in the form $<raw>/normalized$ (Out-degree normalization).

4.4.2 Data Source

Syscalls are procedures invoked from user-space to obtain services from the kernel. Generally speaking, syscalls are necessary for a program to interact with its environment. As malicious programs need to interact with their environments to provide any utility to the attacker, and because syscalls are made less frequently than normal function calls, they provide a reasonable level of resolution of execution trace features at which to profile program behavior with low overhead. Additionally, all syscalls made by a program are visible to the kernel. This makes for a fast kernel-based collector that is evasion-resistant and less invasive for deployment, as they can be (un)loaded dynamically via drivers.
4.4.3 Data Representation

A graph representation is used in this study to reduce syscall sequences of variable length into compact structures for easy comparison. This transformation is similar to [89] and [71], which derives a behavior sequence graph \( G = (V, E, W) \) from a behavior sequence \( bs = (b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_n) \) composed of discrete behaviors \( b_i \) in a finite set \( B \), where \( V = B, E \) is the set of adjacent occurrences of behaviors, and \( W \) are corresponding edge weights. In this work, the behavior set \( B \) is the fixed number of syscalls in a OS (approximately 330 in Linux). More formally, this structure is a unigram graph as described in [40]. Henceforth, this will be referred to as a syscall behavior graph (SBG), and we consider both unweighted and weighted versions for comparison purposes. The usage of weights help further discriminate between threads with similar structure, but different usage scenarios. This attribute also imposes an additional restriction with which an attacker needs to comply in order to defeat the detection model. Namely, he needs to mimic both the structure and attributes of a syscall trace graph. Figure 4.3 depicts an SBG.

4.4.4 Modeling

Given the SBGs representing individual threads, the objective is to group them by likeness, or similarity. Clustering is a natural class of machine learning algorithms that can be used to achieve this. \( k \)-medoids and hierarchical agglomerative clustering (hierarchical clustering analysis or HCA) are explored in this study, the details of which are outlined in Section 4.5. Figure 4.5 shows how modeling program syscall patterns can be improved treating each cluster, or thread behavior group, as a basis for submodels, opposed to a monolithic model of the interleaved syscall sequences. The result is the output of sets for building submodels that are better fitted to the distinct patterns exhibited by the different behaviors in a multi-threaded program. Collectively, these submodels lead to a more granular model of program behavior. Assuming quality clusters are formed, the only errors would be those due to the limitation of the algorithm and training set used to model the sublanguage. This is in contrast to modeling interleaved syscall sequences, where this error would be in addition to that induced by non-determinism and dependence discussed earlier (Figure 4.4).
Figure 4.4: Abstract Model of Interleaved Syscall Sequences and Associated Errors. The shaded area indicates increased FNs and attacker maneuverability in mimicry attacks.

4.5 Clustering

As mentioned earlier, $k$-medoids and HCA are explored to group threads by similar behavior as a preprocessing step for subsequent modeling. These algorithms require a formulation of (dis)similarity between SBGs as well as some training parameters. These concepts, in the context of SBG clustering, are elaborated in the following subsections. Additionally, the metrics we use to evaluate the cluster solutions are discussed.

4.5.1 Dis(similarity)

A requirement for most clustering algorithms is a definition of dis(similarity). Note that similarity $\sigma$ and dissimilarity $\delta$ are simply complements of each other, or $\sigma = 1 - \delta$. Formulations used in this study are defined in terms of $\delta$. Inspired by [54], which uses call graphs for malware clustering, we begin a definition based on graph edit distance (GED). The GED $\lambda(G, H)$ between graphs $G = (V_G, E_G)$ and $H = (V_H, E_H)$ is defined as the sum of vertex, edge and relabeling costs. They are defined as [58] [54]:

**VertexCost** The number of inserted/deleted vertices:
$$S_{\text{normal}} = \text{Behavior}_1 \cup \text{Behavior}_2 \cup \text{Behavior}_3$$

**Figure 4.5**: Abstract Model of Per-thread Sequences. Filtering sequences by thread reduces attack surface.

$$|\{v : v \in [V'_G \cup V'_H] \land \phi(v) = \epsilon \lor \phi(\epsilon) = v\}|$$

**EdgeCost** The number of unpreserved edges:

$$|E_G| + |E_H| - 2 \times |\{(i,j) : (i,j) \in E_G \land (\phi(i), \phi(j)) \in E_H\}|$$

**RelabelCost** The number of mismatched functions. In other words, the number of external functions in $G$ and $H$ which are mapped against different external functions or local functions.

$\phi$ is vertex bijection function mapping vertices between graphs $G$ and $H$. $\epsilon$ is the mapped vertex for deletions/insertions when the corresponding vertex of $v$ or $\phi(v)$ does not exist in $H$ or $G$, respectively. It also is used to make the vertex sets between the two graphs of the same order, with a different $\epsilon$ appearing for each missing vertex (multiset). Dissimilarity is then defined as:

$$\delta(G, H) = \frac{\lambda(G, H)}{|V_G| + |E_G| + |V_H| + |E_H|}$$

(4.1)

The relabeling cost does not apply to SBGs, as there is not an analogous case to the external/local function mismatching in call graphs. Also, as Equation 4.1 is used to compare two statically generated calls graphs, this formulation of dissimilarity does not encapsulate the dynamic nature of SBGs with edge weights. Therefore, we need to reformulate Equation 4.1 to address these issues. We begin with a justification and definition of SBG dissimilarity which omits the relabeling cost in GED, and end with a definition which incorporates the weights in SBGs.
Unweighted Graphs

Equation 4.1 does not take into account edge weights. Dynamic in nature, SBGs can include edge weights which represent the number of times an adjacent pair of syscalls occurred during the execution of a program. This will help differentiate between SBGs with similar vertex and edge sets, but different use cases. However, we still consider a reformulation of Equation 4.1 that does not consider weights for comparison purposes, but omits relabeling cost as it does not apply in the context of SBGs.

In this work, the concept of mismatched functions does not apply as they do in clustering malware call graphs. Functions complicate call graph matching as a function may have several semantically equivalent variants, and be of different visibilities (external and local). Also, the number of possible functions is unbounded, exacerbating vertex aligning in graph matching. In contrast, syscalls do not have variants and are easily identified by their predefined numerical assignments. Furthermore, there are a fixed number of syscalls in an OS, limiting the number of vertices for matching. These constraints greatly simplify the formulation as we can eliminate the relabeling cost, reducing this from an NP-complete problem to one solvable in $O(|V| + |E|)$, as the intersection computations of the vertex and edge sets of graphs $G$ and $H$ are the primary operations in computing the distance. Dissimilarity is then defined as:

$$\delta(G, H) = \frac{\text{VertexCost} + \text{EdgeCost}}{|V_G| + |E_G| + |V_H| + |E_H|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

Weighted Graphs

Unlike call graphs, which are often constructed statically, SBGs capture execution information. In particular, SBG edge weights represent the number of times an adjacent pair of syscalls occurred during execution. This extra information may help distinguish between threads with similar vertex and edge sets, but with different dynamic behaviors. A simple adaption of Equation B.1 replaces $\text{EdgeCost}$ with $\text{EdgeWeightCost}$ to incorporate weights:

$EdgeCost$ with $EdgeWeightCost$ to incorporate weights:
**EdgeWeightCost** The sum of weights of uncommon edges in $G$ and $H$ ($W(E_G \Delta E_H)$), plus the sum of absolute differences of corresponding edges in both $G$ and $H$ ($|w(i, j) - w(\phi_i, \phi_j)|$ for all $(i, j) \in E(G) \land \phi(i), \phi(j) \in E(H)$).

With a minor reformulation of the basic formula, we replace *EdgeCost* with *EdgeWeightCost* to derive

$$\delta(G, H) = \frac{\text{VertexCost} + \text{EdgeWeightCost}}{|V_G| + W(E_G) + |V_H| + W(E_H)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

However, edges with extreme values can dominate the equation. This can result in a dissimilarity score with more emphasis on edges over vertices. Therefore, we consider the edit distance for the vertices and edges separately, weighting them equally with a factor of 0.5. This results in

$$\delta(G, H) = (0.5)\frac{\text{VertexCost}}{|V_G| + |V_H|} + (0.5)\frac{\text{EdgeWeightCost}}{W(E_G) + W(E_H)}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

Prior to applying Equation 4.4 in determining the dissimilarity between two threads, the situation in which two threads of the same behavior, but different trace lengths must be taken into account. Consider two instances of Mozilla Firefox’s *HTML5 Parser* thread, which handles documents of two different sizes. The SBG structures for these two instances should be similar, but the edge weights may differ drastically as one document may have considerably more HTML5 elements than the other. Therefore, we must normalize the thread weights to adjust for this. We use out-degree normalization in our experiments. Out-degree normalization divides the outbound edge weights of a vertex by the sum of all outbound edge weights from the same vertex. In the SBG example depicted in Figure 4.3, these normalized edge weights are to the right of their raw values.

### 4.5.2 Algorithms

As mentioned earlier, $k$-medoids and HCA are the clustering algorithms explored in this study for grouping SBGs. $k$-medoids was used in [54] to cluster call graphs with the aim of identifying malware families. Inspired by the methodology in that study, we use $k$-medoids as a starting point. However, $k$-medoids is not without its problems: namely non-deterministic runtime and output.
Therefore, we also explore the partitioning characteristics of HCA as an alternative. The merits and shortcomings of these algorithms are discussed in more detail in the following sections.

\textbf{\textit{k}}-medoids Clustering

\textit{k}-medoids is a member of classical partitioning algorithms including the likes of \textit{k}-means and \textit{k}-medians. As their names imply, the number of clusters, \textit{k}, needs to be specified a priori. Additionally, the number of iterations should be specified to constrain the execution time of this algorithm. The limitations of requiring such inputs from a human as a limitation is discussed Section 4.8.1. These algorithms iteratively adjust the centers, or centroids, of clusters as members are (re)assigned to achieve minimal error with respect to their corresponding centroids. As such, these algorithms are an example of an expectation-maximization, where the steps are to 1) calculate the centroid of each cluster, 2) for each item, determine the closest centroid, and 3) reassign each item to its nearest cluster [27]. This is continued until no further reassignments occur, or the maximum number of specified iterations is reached. The time complexity of \textit{k}-medoids is \(O(nki)\), where \(n\) is the number of samples, \(k\) is the number of desired clusters, and \(i\) is the maximum number of iterations. Its output is nondeterministic and largely depends on the initial random assignment of members to clusters.

\textit{k}-medoids is selected over others in its class because of how the centroid is selected with respect to graphs. As there are varying concepts of a mean and median of a graph, \textit{k}-means and \textit{k}-median were deemed inappropriate for this application. In \textit{k}-medoids, the sample that minimizes the sum of distances to other samples in its cluster is selected as the centroid [27]. In the context of SBGs, it is the sample which is most representative of the threads assigned to a cluster.

There are a couple issues with \textit{k}-medoids which may make it unsuitable in this application. As syscall HIDS often use already computationally expensive data-driven modeling algorithms such as HMMs and recurrent neural networks, this preprocessing method needs to be fast and produce reliable results. Many iterations of \textit{k}-medoids need to be invoked to permit the algorithm to explore solutions in other optima. [54] uses 50 iterations. This is exacerbated by the fact that plots of wide
range of $k$ are necessary for determining an appropriate number of clusters for a dataset. Therefore, we explore HCA as an alternative for clustering SBGs.

**Hierarchical Clustering Analysis**

HCA is an approach typically used to discover a tree of relationships between items in a dataset. Inherently different from the aforementioned partitioning algorithms, HCA, also known as agglomerative clustering, is a bottom-up algorithm. It begins trivially with $n$ singleton clusters, one for each sample, and ends with one cluster with a hierarchical structure. At each of $n - 1$ steps, a link is formed, joining the two nearest items among singletons or subclusters. This results in a dendrogram. HCA can be used in partitioning applications by prematurely stopping the linking process until $k$ groups are formed. There are various criteria, or types of linkages, that are used in determining the nearest clusters. In single-linkage, the nearest pairwise distance between items of two clusters is used in determining the distance between those clusters. In complete-linkage, the furthest items are used. In average-linkages, the mean distance over all pairwise distances between items in two clusters is used. The runtime of HCA is $O(n^2)$ \[68\].

Despite the longer runtime per invocation, HCA has some desirable characteristics. In determining the appropriate number of clusters for modeling, a plot of some error criterion over a range of $k = [l, h]$ is drawn, where $1 \leq l < h \leq n$. The aim is to discover a clear "elbow," or steepest drop in cumulative error. For $k$-medoids, this means $h - l + 1$ invocations of the algorithm, each iterating a maximum of $i$ times. In HCA, all $h - l + 1$ partitions can be produced in one invocation, outputting a partition once per step starting at $h$ clusters, and ending at $l$ clusters, as HCA is a bottom-up approach. Additionally, HCA is deterministic: given the same $k$, linkage and dataset, a clustering solution can be reproduced. To determine the best linkage for clustering SBGs, we explore all and compare their partitioning characteristics against $k$-medoids.
4.5.3 Number of Clusters

A general downside to using clustering algorithms is that they are semi-autonomous. In most cases, an analyst must determine an appropriate number of clusters $k$, to partition a dataset to avoid poor performance (under- and overfitting). Sometimes, a clear elbow in error plots over a range of candidate values of $k$ can be used to determine this. However oftentimes, this elbow is indistinguishable. In anticipation of this case, we compute the average silhouette width (ASW) of the dataset, given a clustering solution [79]. The silhouette of a single point $i$ is defined as:

$$s(i) = \frac{b(i) - a(i)}{\max\{a(i), b(i)\}},$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.5)

where $a(i)$ is the mean intra-cluster distance of $i$ to other members in its cluster, and $b(i)$ is the lowest of mean inter-cluster distances. The ASW is the average of this metric over all points in the dataset, and its range is $[-1, 1]$. Plotted over a range of $k$ clustering solutions, distinct peaks indicate good candidate values of $k$ [91]. Higher values are better, with values greater than 0.5 indicating good clustering solutions [51].

4.5.4 Cluster Quality

In order to validate the approach proposed in this chapter, we compare the partitions produced from clustering against a ground truth. Fortunately, the previously discussed version of Mozilla Firefox has threads identified by the `comm` attribute in the Linux data structure `struct task`. It is uncommon for this attribute to be manually set in most programs, as they normally anonymous. The ability to rename threads was presumably exploited by the developers of Mozilla Firefox for debugging purposes [5]. The sheer number and wide range of different functionalities identified in Mozilla Firefox make it a suitable target for evaluating the clusters produced from our approach for cohesion. We use these named, or labeled, threads and their frequency in our dataset for form a ground truth partitioning against which our approach can be evaluated using adjusted Rand index (ARI). We also use these labels to evaluate intra-cluster quality using Shannon entropy.
**Sum of Squared Errors**

The sum of squared errors (SSE) is a metric that measures the overall discrepancy of data and their respective model estimates. In the context of clustering, the data are the cluster samples, and the estimates are their respective cluster centers, or centroids. This is often used to measure the overall quality of a clustering solution, and when plotted over a range of candidate values of \( k \), to determine an appropriate number of clusters \( k \) for a dataset. In clustering, the SSE is defined as:

\[
SSE = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{x \in C_i} d(x, \mu_C)^2,
\]

where \( k \) is the number of clusters, \( x \) is a member in cluster \( C_i \), and \( d(x, \mu_C) \) is the distance from a sample \( x \) to its cluster centroid \( \mu_C \). In the case of \( k \)-medoids, the centroid \( \mu_C \) is the sample which minimizes the total error of the cluster, and \( d \) is the dissimilarity formula \( \delta \).

**Adjusted Rand Index**

Comparing the solutions produced from this approach against the ground truth in Table 4.1 is essentially a partition comparison problem. In other words, we desire a metric that scores the similarity between a partitions of a dataset \( U = [U_1, ..., U_k] \) and a ground truth \( V = [V_1, ..., V_k'] \). The Rand index, and its more accurate version, the adjusted Rand index (ARI), serve this purpose. The Rand index is defined as (77):

\[
RandIndex = \frac{a + b}{a + b + c + d},
\]

where

- \( a \) is the number of item pairs in the dataset that are found together in the same subset (cluster) in partition \( U \) and the same subset in \( V \),
- \( b \) is the number of item pairs in the dataset that are found in different subsets (clusters) in partition \( U \) and in different subsets in \( V \).
• $c$ is the number of item pairs in the dataset that are found in the same subset in partition $U$ and different subsets in $V$, and

• $d$ is the number of item pairs in the dataset that are found in different subsets in $U$ and in the same subset in $V$.

The adjusted Rand index (ARI), which is a corrected-for-chance version of the Rand index and preferred metric for comparing partitions, is defined as [49]:

$$ARI = \frac{RandIndex - ExpectedIndex}{1 - ExpectedIndex},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.6)

where $ExpectedIndex$ is the expected value $E(R/(N^2))$ of the Rand index over the partition space. Due to the contingency table involved in the computation and lengthy formulation of this metric, we refer the reader to [49] for the expanded form of the ARI. The range of this metric is $[-1, 1]$, with higher values indicating better agreements between partitions.

**Intra-cluster Entropy**

As threads across different concurrent activities may have common behaviors, it is possible for clusters to contain more than one of the labels enumerated in Table 4.1. Although it is ideal to match the partition in Table 4.1, deviations from it do not necessarily indicate incorrect behavior assignment to clusters. However, we still want to evaluate the purity of clusters examine how closely they correspond to the labels in the dataset. Entropy is an ideal metric for this, measuring the variance of categoric values in a set. The entropy of cluster $C_k$ is defined as [62]:

$$H(C_k) = - \sum_{l \in Labels} p_l \log p_l,$$

where $p_l$ is the probability of a label $l$ in $C_k$. For entropy calculations, $0 \log 0 = 0$ by definition and the unit is in bits (log base 2). Smaller values are better, as they indicate purer clusters.
4.6 Implementation

In the realization of our approach, the dataset collector from Chapter 3 is leveraged along with publicly available database and clustering libraries. This suite was developed and tested on an Intel Xeon X7550 (32-core) server with 128GB of ram with access to a storage area network. The technical details of each component are provided in the following subsections.

4.6.1 Syscall Collection

For conveniently collecting per-thread sequences and their corresponding SBGs, the collector from Chapter 3 was utilized for this study. At its core is a plugin for the dynamic instrumentation platform Intel Pin, which isolates and outputs thread syscall sequences and their corresponding SBGs [7]. Figure 4.6 depicts the role of the Intel Pin tool in a dataset collector centered around Mozilla Firefox. This architecture leverages containers to easily deconflict concurrent instances of the Pin tool and Mozilla Firefox combo, as well as provide a programmatic and fresh execution environment for each trial. Each instance is directed to a unique URL in the top 1K most popular websites, according to ALEXA. This source of URLs is used to reduce the possibility of malicious content tainting the training data [100, 101]. The aim is to direct Mozilla Firefox to a variety of locations with diverse content to increase code coverage, and thus, better model the program. It is important to note that the Pin tool follows spawned processes and their threads. Referring to Table 4.1, Mozilla Firefox has a companion program, plugin-container, which is spawned from firefox and may also be a target for attacks. Therefore, it is important to model its behavior as well.

4.6.2 Database Management

The syscall trace sequences and their corresponding SBGs are stored in a Sysmas Lightning Memory-mapped Database (LMDB) for easy and fast retrieval during the dissimilarity matrix building and cluster evaluation processes. LMDB is an in-memory, embedded DB that fits in the same address space as the DB client. These qualities make it popular backend for machine
learning applications due to their need for rapid access to data.

4.6.3 Dissimilarity Matrix Construction

The dissimilarity matrix is accomplished using in-house software designed to meet the input requirements of third party clustering software. The dissimilarity matrix is a diagonal, ragged C array, which saves space as the dissimilarity between pairs of SBGs is symmetrical (i.e., irrespective of their order). As the number of entries in the matrix is quadratic with respect to the number of samples, the number of entries to compute can be quite large (in the order of billions). Therefore, the algorithm is parallelized to speed up the process (64 threads). The dissimilarity matrix component can compute the various graph distances explored in this study.

4.6.4 Clustering Software

Two publicly available clustering packages are used to perform $k$-medoids and HCA clustering on our dataset: the C++ backend of the R fastcluster package and The C Clustering Library, respectively [27][68]. These were modified for integration with our in-house components and for interoperability between utility functions provided by these libraries. These were also modified for parallel execution; in producing $h - l + 1$ different clustering solutions in search of candidate $k$’s,
this range is partitioned over 64 threads to speedup the execution time.

4.7 Evaluation

To validate our approach, we compare the clustering solutions produced from our methodology against a ground truth. We begin this section with a description of the dataset comprising a ground truth. Subsequently, the metrics discussed in Section 4.5 are used to justify our selection of clustering algorithm, determine an appropriate of the number of clusters in the dataset, compare partitions of that dataset against the ground truth, and assess the purity of individual clusters. An interpretation follows each of these aspects.

4.7.1 Dataset

The dataset used for evaluation is composed of 50,000 threads spawned during the visiting of the top 1K popular sites, according to ALEXA. Such highly visited websites have been used as a source of benign URLs for training malicious website detectors in [100, 101]. The assumption is that these websites are highly maintained and less likely to be compromised than less popular ones. Therefore, traces and features resulting from these websites can serve in building models of normal behavior for anomaly detection. In this application, the aim is to visit a variety of websites with diverse content to discover as many thread behaviors possible in Firefox. Of the 50,000 threads collected, 44,129 are labeled with the names listed in Table 4.1 and the remaining 5,871 are anonymous, which is the common case in multi-threaded programs. The anonymous threads are filtered out to avoid confounding the clustering solutions produced for comparison against the ground truth. The number next to each name represents the count of threads in the dataset tagged as such, which serves as the ground truth partition used for comparison. The aim is for clustering solutions produced by our approach to strongly agree with this breakdown in the partition comparison sense as much as possible. However, disagreements (i.e. names in Table 4.1 split into multiple clusters or clusters with multiple labels) do not necessarily indicate bad cluster assignments; it is expected that some of the activities listed exhibit multiple behaviors or
share common behaviors with other activities, respectively. However, this table should be highly indicative of the various behaviors in Firefox.

### 4.7.2 Clustering Algorithm Comparison

$k$-medoids is a natural choice for this problem domain for its partitioning characteristics, as demonstrated in [54]. However, the execution times are a concern for building DEs; $k$-medoids can result in execution times excessively long compared to the subsequent data-driven modeling algorithms chosen to build submodels from the clusters (up to days for common settings). In this section, HCA as an alternative to $k$-medoids is explored. The following subsections compare the execution times and SSE of $k$-medoids versus HCA, respectively.

#### Execution Time

A major drawback to $k$-medoids is the necessity of selecting a sufficient number of iterations, each with a random initialization, to avoid getting stuck in any local optimum. 50 iterations was chosen to control the execution time and produce sufficiently smooth plots for better error analysis. The average execution time for plotting $k = 1$ to $k = 200$ for the unweighted and weighted SBGs was 2533.28 minutes for $k$-medoids and 20.70 minutes over all variants of HCA. Plotting over such a range is necessary in determining a sufficient $k$ for clustering a dataset. It is clear that in terms of execution time, HCA is a much more attractive choice due to the fraction of time it completes versus $k$-medoids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>Norm</th>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>Out</th>
<th>Avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$k$-medoids</td>
<td></td>
<td>2235.17</td>
<td>2831.38</td>
<td>2533.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hclust(a)</td>
<td></td>
<td>21.16</td>
<td>20.32</td>
<td>20.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hclust(s)</td>
<td></td>
<td>20.63</td>
<td>21.50</td>
<td>21.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hclust(c)</td>
<td></td>
<td>20.15</td>
<td>20.41</td>
<td>20.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.2: Clustering Execution Times (minutes)**
Error Analysis

As mentioned earlier, \( k \)-medoids and HCA are primarily used for partitioning and discovering hierarchical relationships, respectively. However, HCA can also be used for partitioning. Given the deterministic execution time of HCA, we explore HCA as an alternative to \( k \)-medoids for partitioning a SBG dataset. We also look at the SSE trends for these clustering algorithms to look for clear elbows indicating candidate values of \( k \), and to determine the viability of HCA for the problem of clustering SBGs. In the SSE plot for unweighted SBGs, shown in Figure 4.7a, all three variants of HCA outperform \( k \)-medoids. In the SSE plot for weighted SBGs, Figure 4.7b, we observe that HCA has very similar error trends in comparison with the marginally better \( k \)-medoids. The large discrepancy in \( k \)-medoids error trends between unweighted and weighted SBGs indicates the value of using edge weights. As HCA with complete linkage exhibited the closest partitioning characteristic to \( k \)-medoids for weighted SBGs, we focus on this variant of HCA for the remainder of the evaluation.

![SSE plots for unweighted and weighted SBGs](image)

**Figure 4.7**: \( k \)-medoids vs HCA for Partitioning (SSE). (a) and (b) refer to unweighted and weighted plots, respectively.

### 4.7.3 Cluster Numbers and Ground Truth

As anticipated, the SSE plots in Figures 4.7a and 4.7b do not exhibit clear elbows from which to determine candidate values of \( k \), the number of clusters to partition the data. Therefore, we
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clusters \ASW &amp; ARI</th>
<th>ASW</th>
<th>ARI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$k_1 = 17$ (basic)</td>
<td>0.566</td>
<td>0.614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_2 = 34$ (basic)</td>
<td>0.544</td>
<td>0.649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_1 = 34$ (weight)</td>
<td>0.649</td>
<td>0.776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_2 = 42$ (weight)</td>
<td>0.584</td>
<td>0.788</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Primary and secondary $k$ values ($k_1$ and $k_2$) and corresponding ASW/ARI scores for unweighted and weighted SBGs

resort to the ASW plots in Figures ?? and ?? for unweighted and weighted SBGs, respectively. Distinct peaks indicate good values of $k$ [91]. We validate these candidate values of $k$ with the corresponding ARI score against the ground truth data provided by the labeled threads in Firefox, the names and partition counts of each presented in Table 4.1.

In both unweighted and weighted ASW plots, shown in Figures ?? and ?? respectively, a primary, dominant peak followed by a secondary, lower peak is exhibited. All of these ASW peaks are greater than 0.5, indicating that a good structure was found with our methodology [51]. This validates the clustering of SBGs. The corresponding values of $k$ and ARI of these peaks are summarized in Table 4.3.

In both plots, the secondary ASW peaks correspond to higher ARI scores, but with a wider $\Delta k = 17$ between peaks and their corresponding ARI scores ($\Delta 0.035$) in the unweighted plot. This is undesirable, as it corresponds to a larger margin of error to the better $k$ and ARI. The weighted graph achieves a significantly higher ARI score (+0.210) at the primary peak, with a partitioning closer to ground truth at ARI score 0.776. Furthermore, there is a smaller $\Delta k = 8$, with a small deviation from the overall best ARI score from these plots (-0.011). In the case when there are two ASW peaks, it is conservative to select the second to produce a more granular model.

4.7.4 Clustering Quality

Although we have looked at metrics which give an overall score of the solutions produced by our approach (ARI and average weighted entropy), we now analyze individual clusters for candidate
values of $k$ with respect to weighted SBGs using HCA with complete linkage. Specifically, we want to analyze the purity of each cluster in those solutions, as subsequent modeling algorithms will model these subsets. Intra-cluster entropy $H(C_k)$ is used for this analysis. Figure 4.9 shows the entropy of each cluster, sorted from the worst at ID=0, to the best at ID=$k$. This sorting is used to more easily compare the respective intra-cluster entropy produced at different $k$. Additionally, the average weighted entropy is depicted to show the overall purity at each respect $k$. The high entropy near ID=0 is indicative of very common behaviors across different activities, which is expected as routines such as I/O functions are likely shared among them. Near ID=13 and onward, the clusters are nearly pure, containing only one of the activities. Overall, the entropy is low at the different solutions product at $k = 34$ and $k = 42$.

4.8 Discussion

Despite the promising results we achieved clustering thread behavior by SBGs, there is certainly room for improvement. For starters, eliminating or minimizing input from the defender and enriching the SBG with annotations will improve usability and cluster quality, respectively. We expand on these limitations in the following section. Subsequently, we discuss the sub-domains in cybersecurity to which this technique can be applied.
4.8.1 Limitations and Future Work

We obtained good results with this initial attempt at clustering thread behavior using syscall pattern summaries to enable previous data-driven approaches in modeling complex, multi-threaded programs. However, we believe it may be further improved by incorporating other features for usability and increased accuracy. Early directions for enhancing these areas involve fully automating this approach, as it is currently semi-autonomous, and using SBGs annotated with more syscall information (e.g., arguments, context), as the multiple roles of a syscall in a CFG are not disambiguated. These limitations, along with potential solutions in overcoming them, are discussed in the following sections.

Semi-Autonomy

The clustering algorithms explored in this work are semi-autonomous; the number of clusters must be specified by the defender. This determination is made via error analysis (e.g., SSE and ASW plots). Ideally, a reasonable number of clusters \( k \) can be automatically determined, permitting the use of this technique in an autonomous scenario. We will explore the use of such algorithms such as \( k \)-means clustering in future work to fully automate the SBG clustering process [72].

Aliasing, Problem and Solution

Although syscalls are considered a good trade-off between collection speed and semantic value, the resolution of which can sometimes be too coarse to pinpoint precise attack intent. This is exemplified in the aliasing problem of SBGs; syscalls with multiple appearances in a CFG are collapsed into a single vertex. This makes semantic analysis even more challenging as distinct roles of a syscall with multiple uses, such as \texttt{read} and \texttt{write} in Listing 4.2, are not identified. To alleviate the problem of aliasing, we will explore disambiguating syscall roles using contextual information (e.g., calling context, arguments, etc.) [29,35,44,59]. However, we will focus on limited contextual information as early experiments showed an application slowdown of at least 20x when collecting full calling context. Limited contextual information will help unfold the SBG presented.
Listing 4.2: A code snippet demonstrating multiple roles of a syscall. The multiple write and read
syscalls are each aliased into single syscall vertices in SBGs, skewing behavior dynamics.

```
#1 main(){
...
...#
#10 while(read(file_src,buf) )
#11 {
#12 if(*mode == 0) //5 times
#13     write(file_dest,buf);
#14 else           //9 times
#15     write(sock_dest,buf);
#16     read(sock_src,mode);
#17 ...
...}
```

Figure 4.10: Non-aliased vs Aliased SBGs. The non-aliased (unfolded) and aliased (folded) SBGs
in (a) and (b), respectively. Black vertices are read syscalls, and white vertices are write
syscalls.

in this chapter with acceptable collection speed. Varying degrees of contextual information will be
explored to find a good trade-off between collection speed and clustering accuracy. Listing 4.2 is
a code snippet demonstrating the multiple uses of a syscall (read and write), and Figure 4.10
shows the corresponding non-aliased (unfolded) and aliased (folded) SBGs.

4.8.2 Applications

The clustering of SBGs has several applications. In the security context, SBG clustering can
be leveraged in offline analysis and the development of more accurate real-time detection mod-
els. Generally, SBG clustering can aid in the identification of distinct tasks in a highly complex,
multi-threaded program. In the following section, an elaboration of each application scenarios is
presented.
**Real-time Detection Models**

The main application for clustering SBGs is a preprocessing step to sequence modeling of syscall patterns in an applications. In a highly complex, multi-threaded application such as Mozilla Firefox, many different threads types generate distinct syscall patterns during execution. Modeling the interleaved syscall sequence leads to the problems discussed in Section 4.3. Alternatively, separating threads by graph patterns, then subsequently modeling each cluster with legacy approaches will lead to better results in anomaly detection. A test thread will need to be initially checked against all models creation, eventually fitting into at least on model during execution. Otherwise, the thread is considered anomalous and an alert is raised.

**Offline Detection/Analysis**

Rather than subsequently building models of the resulting partitions produced from thread clustering, the clusters themselves can serve as models to detect anomalous behavior. Cluster boundaries can be used to determine the nature of threads, benign or suspicious. Extremal values in each cluster can automatically demarcate between these behaviors. Dissimilarity, as defined in this study, may be too insensitive to use, as anomalous threads may involve only slight deviations from the normal profile. However, an entropy based method such variable deviation index (VDI), and its aggregate, global deviation index (GDI) used in TwoStep clustering can capture slight variations in a graph [22][87]. First, the SBG can be embedded into a vector. Then, a variable deviation index (an information-theoretic measure) for each vector component of members in a cluster can be aggregated into a global deviation index (GDI). If the GDI of cluster with the extremal value remove and test value replace is greater than the GDI with the extremal value, then the SBG is anomalous.

**Malware Signatures**

Clustering malware according to their SBG signatures may offer several benefits over call graphs. A fundamental challenge with call graphs, is the identification of function boundaries in malware [48]. Malware does not have to conform to standard calling conventions, nor does malware have...
to use proper functions at all (e.g., return-oriented programming) [81]. Additionally, malware functions may be obfuscated, with a different, yet semantically equivalent sequences of opcodes for functions generated per propagation. This complicates the graph matching function $\phi$, and thus the graph similarity measure, making it a NP-hard problem. On the other hand, the number and semantics of syscalls on an OS are fixed. Thus, the graph matching problem is greatly simplified as relabeling is unnecessary to compare two graphs; vertices with similar numbers between two graphs are simply aligned. Also, syscalls cannot be mangled. One may argue that it unwise for malware authors to obfuscate semantics through non-effective syscalls ($\text{NOP}$ equivalents) as all syscalls are visible to the kernel, and potentially, a syscall HIDS. What remains is a sufficient corpus of malware syscall signatures to conduct this study.

### 4.9 Conclusion

Legacy data-driven syscall HIDS fail to adequately model, and thus protect, complex, multi-treaded applications. The challenge lies in overcoming the problems posed by interleaved syscall sequences. This usually drives researchers to apply more complex, and often more computationally costly, algorithms at the problem. We aim to shift focus to the data source, simplifying the sequences that these algorithms must model.

This chapter presents a preprocessing step that can aid in enabling legacy syscall HIDS in achieving the successes reported in their respective studies by simplifying their tasks. Additionally, this technique can inspire new approaches in syscall anomaly detection and be used to cluster and classify malware, which also must use syscalls to provide utility to an attacker.
Chapter 5: ANOMALY DETECTION USING SYSTEM CALL BEHAVIOR GRAPHS

In this chapter, we introduce an anomaly detection technique that can utilize the behavior clusters produced from the methodology in Chapter 4. As the focus of this thesis is the protection of multi-threaded programs which exhibit multiple thread behaviors, a multibehavioral decision engine. We propose the application of an information-theoretic metric which can identify anomalous thread test cases when compared against thread behavior groups comprising the model of a program.

5.1 Introduction

Intrusion detection plays a critical role in the defense of computer systems and networks. Its role is becoming increasingly important as researchers are placing less emphasis on intrusion prevention in cyber defense strategy, as compromises are considered inevitable. Instead, the goal is to increase detection accuracy and reduce detection time to improve responses and mitigate damages to systems [96]. However, syscall anomaly detection, an ever increasingly popular approach in host intrusion detection systems (HIDS) with much potential, faces many challenges in achieving these goals. The growing complexity of software with its many concurrent activities and dynamic components confounds the models of legacy techniques, resulting in abysmal detection accuracies, or demands very complicated machine learning algorithms, incurring excessive training and testing times. [25] highlights the ineffectiveness of current approaches in syscall anomaly detection when evaluated against moderately more challenging programs, and [74] elaborates why these techniques fail. In short, the interleaved thread sequences of program traces confound detection models which are designed and evaluated against single-, or very simple multi-threaded, programs.

In order to improve the status quo of syscall anomaly detection, threads need special treatment. Ideally, a detection model composed of submodels, each capturing a distinct thread behavior, would collectively be more representative of overall program behavior. In language modeling theory, the program model would be an alternation, or union, of all the regular languages corre-
sponding to its submodels [47]. However, threads are often anonymous, simply associated with the executable of the primary process. Distinct thread behaviors need to be identified to build these submodels, and thus, improve the overall modeling of program behavior. Chapter 4 accomplishes this by filtering syscall sequences per thread into syscall behavior graphs (SBG), then clustering them to identify the number and groupings of distinct behaviors in a program. That work is promoted as a preprocessing step to language modeling techniques such as hidden Markov models, but we propose using the clusters boundaries directly to detect anomalies.

In this work, we introduce an approach for syscall anomaly detection in highly multi-threaded, complex programs using the clusters of SBGs directly without subsequent language modeling, resulting in an accurate and fast syscall anomaly detection system. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 briefly describes the related work, Section 5.3 details the problem this work addresses, Section 5.4 presents the necessary mathematical framework, Section 5.5 presents the fundamental ideas of our approach, Section 5.6 highlights important implementation details, Section 5.7 reports our results, Section 5.8 discusses limitations and future work, and Section 5.9 concludes.

5.2 Related Works

This work leverages syscalls for anomaly detection, utilizing the clusters produced from the methodology in Chapter 4 for identifying anomalies using methods in cluster outlier detection. In this section, we highlight key inspirations from studies in these areas.

5.2.1 Syscall Anomaly Detection

Anomaly detection is framed as the following problem: given a profile of normal behavior or characteristics, classify deviations from this profile as anomalous. This is similar to how immune systems in biological organisms detect pathogens, prompting defensive responses. Forrest et al [36] pioneered this concept with the syscall, which is a special instruction used to mediate a user-space program’s interaction with the kernel. In their work, she articulates an analogy between biological
immune systems, which learn a sense of *self* or normal operating conditions within the body, and syscall anomaly detection systems, which learn patterns of *self* by syscall sequences generated from UNIX processes. Deviations from the *self* profile of the body indicate a potential problem in a biological organism, as do deviations from the *self* profile of syscall sequences of a process. This work inspired a wave of contributions in syscall anomaly detection, with works such as [94] and [39] taking a data-driven approach inspired by the ideas of Forrest et al.

Learning *self* in processes using data-driven approaches is complicated by multi-threaded, complex programs, which may have many distinct activities running concurrently. Existing approaches have yet to specifically accommodate multi-threaded programs and the different behaviors those threads may exhibit. These approaches typically view the syscall sequences of these concurrent elements in a flat, interleaved view. In Chapter 3, we describe the complications this imposes on analytical approaches, namely the non-determinism and incorrect dependences in multi-threaded syscall sequences. Chapter 4 addresses this, clustering per-thread syscall sequences to aid in build better models, thus a more representative characterization of *self*. However, that work is promoted as a preprocessor to previous syscall anomaly detection techniques. In this work, we utilize the clusters, which represent distinct behaviors in a program, directly to distinguish between normal and anomalous activity.

5.2.2 Anomaly Detection via Clustering

Our approach aims to detect anomalies via the clusters produced by the techniques introduced in Chapter 4. That approach is inspired by the clustering of program features in [54] and [32], which cluster malware and program traces, respectively. However, the work presented within clusters threads by syscall patterns, which collectively provide a tailored model of a multi-threaded program as it can capture distinct behaviors in the program.

Following model building, this work performs anomaly detection using the clusters themselves. Generally speaking, this is a classic classification via clustering problem in machine learning. More specifically, this is outlier detection via clustering, as we score the "fitness" of a test case with its
nearest cluster using information-theoretic metrics, rather than simply classifying the case by that cluster. [97] and [87] provide a framework and detection logic for this purpose, which we utilize in this work.

5.3 Problem

Previous syscall HIDS place little to no emphasis on intrusion detection at thread granularity. Generally, a single, monolithic model is responsible for capturing all normal activities in a program. This over generalization results in sub-optimal performance when evaluated against programs and systems in use today. In the following sections, we discuss why thread-granularity is appropriate for future generations of syscall HIDS due to the highly complex, multi-threaded, multibehavioral, and sometimes extensible nature, of vulnerable programs today.

5.3.1 Control-flow Hijacking of Threads

Control-flow hijacking attacks are those which induce redirection of normal program execution, which adheres to its original control-flow graph (CFG), to the malicious program logic of an attacker via memory corruption. Memory corruption occurs by exploiting errors or lack of safeguards in programs to control the placement of memory contents which can contain instructions, or in more recent attacks, code pointers, with the latter bypassing hardware enforcement mechanisms which prevent the execution of writable memory [90]. For control-flow hijacking attacks, this can lead to control of the program counter (PC), or more familiarly, the instruction pointer (IP) on Intel x86 processors [23]. Successful control of the PC can allow the attacker to execute arbitrary logic, or just enough logic to disable hardware enforcement mechanisms to allow a subsequent code injection attack. The areas affected by memory corruption may initially only influence a subset of a program’s threads. However, only one thread needs to be compromised for the entire program to be compromised, or:

\[
C(T_2) \lor C(T_2) \lor C(T_3) \lor \ldots \lor C(T_N) = M(P),
\]
1. Threads have independent stacks, which can be overwritten with code or code pointers. Such corruption will initially only affect the thread owning the stack.
2. The heap can contain code emitted and executed by just-in-time compilers (JIT). Malicious data in JITed code can include machine instructions, which corresponding runtime environment threads can be triggered into executing.
3. Pointers to exception routines can reside in global memory. Exceptions in threads can be triggered to jump to malicious code.
4. Threads traverse a portion of the code segment in the address space. Although largely mitigated, code injection will affect thread which traverse affected areas. This is exploited as a source of instructions in code-reuse attacks.

**Figure 5.1:** Memory Space Regions and Thread Hijacking Vulnerabilities

where \( T_i \) is a thread comprising a program \( P \), and \( C \) and \( M \) are the predicates *is compromised* and *is malicious*, respectively. Therefore, it is more appropriate to tailor detection models to threads, which represent units of execution. It is important to note that a program’s threads share memory, so a deviant thread has access to the memory resources of other threads. For clarification on the thread-wise effects of various memory corruption techniques in a shared address space, the memory regions in an address space are described below along with their corresponding impacts their corruption has on thread execution. In the following paragraphs, we detail the implications of each region’s corruption on thread execution, associate types of attacks applicable and give some concrete examples of techniques that can be used to exploit these regions.

**Stacks**  Stacks are per-thread memory resources where local variables and return addresses are stored to maintain a thread’s calling context. They are allocated upon thread creation (typically
several megabytes per stack per thread) and are placed near the end of the address space range to allow for a large contiguous block of heap memory. Buffer overflow attacks often target these areas, exploiting local buffers to spill instructions or pointers into adjacent memory, ultimately overwriting return addresses to jump to the injected code or existing instructions in the code segment (code-reuse). As return addresses are specific to a thread’s calling context, only the thread whose stack contents have been compromised will be redirected to the new malicious logic. Code injection attacks have largely been mitigated by $\text{write } \oplus \text{execute}$ hardware enforcement, in which memory pages can be marked as writable or executable, but not both.

**Heap** The heap is a shared memory region which is used to allocate memory for larger objects with program-defined lifetime, in contrast to objects on the stack which are created and destroyed automatically upon function calls and returns, respectively. As with stacks, code injection attacks targeting this area have largely been mitigated. However, corruptible code pointers can exist in the heap (such as those stored in C++ vtables), and just-in-time compilers disable hardware enforcement to dynamically generate code that is subsequently executed (e.g., interpreted languages such as JavaScript), which can be tricked into emitting machine code disguised as data in language variables in JITed runtime environments [18]. The affected threads in these cases will be those utilizing the shared C++ objects, in the case of vtable corruption, or threads associated with a set of generated code caches generated by a JIT compiler.

**Data** The data segment is a static segment of memory which contains objects with process lifetime. This segment often contains values which are to be shared across multiple threads in a program. Although this area is exclusive to data, largely eliminating the $\text{write } \oplus \text{execute}$ threat, code pointers can exist here as well. Code pointers in this region are often those pointing to user-defined exception routines (often set up and launched with `setjmp/longjmp`) to execute in the event a special situation occurs. The affected threads would be those which generate an exception.
The code segment contains code from the main executable and its libraries. Similar to the data segment, attacks here are largely mitigated because of its *executable* property; code injection attacks, which write machine code to memory, trigger a hardware exception due to *write⊕execute* protection. However, traditionally, this was also a target of concern for code injection attacks, which affected threads that executed code in the overwritten range. Areas that were overwritten and encountered by executing threads would be affected by attacks to this region. Now, this region is exploited for code-reuse attacks, in which attackers craft shellcode composed of pointers to short sequences of instructions, typically terminated by a `ret` instruction, resulting in the pointer for the next snippet of instructions to be executed. Such attacks which rely on the snippets terminated by `ret`'s are called return-oriented programming (ROP) attacks, and the snippets are described as *gadgets* [81]. This segment is primarily used a source of gadgets for shellcode comprised of code pointers.

Given how control-flow hijacking attacks may only affect a subset of a program’s threads, it is more appropriate to refine detection logic in terms of threads.

5.3.2 Modeling Diverse Thread Behaviors

As reiterated throughout this thesis, it is not enough to perform thread-wise filtering of a program’s syscall trace to improve the status quo of syscall HIDS. The per-thread syscall patterns of a program can vary greatly, complicating the modeling of normal behavior. For example, we attempted to model both the interleaved and per-thread syscall sequences of Mozilla Firefox using a single long short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural network, as used in [52]. Despite various adjustments to hyperparameters to improve performance, the network would not converge over several days of training to provide any meaningful results for anomaly detection. In addition to the dependence and non-determinism problems discussed in Chapter 3, a single LSTM network responsible for capturing 50+ different patterns was infeasible; the network would be responsible for learning 50+ different sublanguages. An LSTM network for each subset of closely related thread behaviors may have proven more successful, but the excessive training times for 1, let alone 50+ different LSTM
networks, was deemed inappropriate for the syscall HIDS application.

Rather than over-generalizing the behavior of a program and its various thread behaviors in a single, monolithic model, we utilize the SBGs from Chapter 4 to identify closely related thread behaviors which collectively serve as a program model in this work. Although intended as a basis for subsequent modeling using legacy syscall approaches, the clusters themselves serve as discriminators between normal and anomalous activity. With fast clustering execution times, and the ability to pre-compute components of information-theoretic metrics from cluster members, this results in a feasible decision engine which defenders can use alone or supplementary to other techniques.

5.4 Preliminaries

In this chapter, the model used for detecting anomalous thread behavior is composed of clusters of SBGs produced by clustering analysis. The clusters and their respective boundary members are used to discriminate between normal and anomalous activity. This reduces training time, as language modeling algorithms often converge slowly, depending on language complexity and amount of training data. In achieving what is essentially outlier detection via cluster analysis, concepts and formulas from [33, 87] are utilized. These include an information-theoretic distance measure between a cluster and test case as well as various indices used to describe the test case’s deviation from the group. These are elaborated below in the following subsections.

5.4.1 Log-likelihood Distance

The concept of distance, or dissimilarity, is central to clustering, as it provides a metric for comparing objects. Therefore, it is natural to use distance to score the fitness of a case to its nearest cluster. In this respect, the log-likelihood distance between a cluster and test case is used. This is based on a unified metric $\xi_v$ of the entropy and variance of the categorical and continuous variables,
respectively, and is defined as:

$$\xi_v = -N_v \left( \sum_{k=1}^{K^A} H_{vk} + \sum_{k=1}^{K^B} L_{vk} \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)$$

where $N_v$ is the number of members in a cluster $v$, $K^A$ and $K^B$ are the numbers of categorical and continuous variables in the feature vector, respectively, and $H_{vk} = -\sum N_{vk} / N_v \ln N_{vk} / N_v$ and $L_{vk} = \ln \left( \Delta_k + \sigma^2_{vk} \right) / 2$ are the log-likelihood distance contributions of a categorical or continuous variable $k$, respectively. $\sigma^2_{vk}$ is the standard deviation of a continuous variable, and $\Delta_k$ is an adjustment factor to avoid a logarithm of 0 in the computation of the log-likelihood contribution of a continuous variable. It is the variance of a continuous variable over the entire training set divided by an arbitrary positive constant (6 in this study). It is important to highlight that the natural logarithm is used to compute both entropy and the variance metrics, resulting in nats instead of bits as the fundamental unit. With this unified metric, the log-likelihood distance between a cluster $J$ and case $s$ is defined as:

$$d(J, s) = \xi_j + \xi_s - \xi_{j\cup s}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)$$

5.4.2 Deviation Indices

Log-likelihood distance introduces three metrics for quantifying a sample’s deviation from other members in its cluster [87]. These metrics are the variable deviation index (VDI), group deviation index (GDI) and anomaly index. The definitions and relationships to anomaly detection are explained in the following sub-sections.

Variable Deviation Index

The variable deviation index (VDI) is a metric for quantifying how much each of the categorical and continuous variables contributes to a case’s overall deviation from a cluster. VDI is formulated
as follows:

\[
d_k(J, s) = \begin{cases} 
- N_j H_{JK} - N_s H_{sk} + N_{J∪s} H_{J∪sk}, & \text{if } k \text{ is categorical} \\
- N_j L_{JK} - N_s L_{sk} + N_{J∪s} L_{J∪sk}, & \text{if } k \text{ is continuous}
\end{cases}
\] (5.4)

The VDI follows a form similar to that of the log-likelihood distance in Equation 5.3, where a metric of the combined group \(J \cup s\) is computed, then deducted from the sum of the individual metrics of \(J\) and \(s\). In addition to serving as a basis for the other indices, the VDI provides insight into why a case is considered anomalous. The VDIs of an anomalous case can be sorted and analyzed from highest to lowest to highlight the most to less deviant components in the feature vector, respectively.

**Global Deviation Index**

The global deviation index (GDI) is the overall deviation of a case from its nearest cluster, and is the summation of a sample’s VDIs. It is equivalent to the log-likelihood distance (Equation 5.3) and is formulated as follows:

\[
d(J, s) = \sum_{k=1}^{K^A+K^B} d_k(J, s).
\] (5.5)

Essentially, this is a reformulation of the log-likelihood distance in a more convenient form for computation. Determining whether a case is normal or anomalous solely using GDI is challenging, leading to a more explicit metric, the anomaly index, defined next.

**Anomaly Index**

The anomaly index is the ratio of a case’s GDI to the average GDI of the members assigned to its nearest cluster. The anomaly index provides a more interpretative metric for evaluating a test case’s cohesion with original members of its nearest cluster. The higher the anomaly index, the more anomalous the case is. Given the anomaly indices of a cluster’s members and a test case, they are sorted and a threshold is applied to identify outlier candidates with higher anomaly indices; if
the test case is grouped with the highest cluster members, it is considered anomalous. Thresholds are necessary as clustering is imperfect; there may be extreme values of normal, or benign, samples assigned to a cluster. Thresholds can be either a number of original cluster samples or percentage. We use the latter in this study to keep thresholds proportionate to cluster sizes.

5.5 Methodology

In this section, a high-level overview of our approach is presented. The process transforms thread-wise syscall sequences into SBGs and uses them to either form clusters during modeling, or test their deviation from those clusters during testing. This process is depicted in Figure 5.2 and each phase is elaborated in the following subsections.

5.5.1 Data Representation

Per-thread syscall sequences generated during program execution comprise the data source used in this work. These sequences are captured using the collector described in Chapter 3. As a program may have many different threads, each with a distinct syscall pattern associated with a unique behavior, it makes sense to group them by similarity for subsequent modeling or characterization. Therefore, we continue the work in Chapter 4, which groups threads by behavior for this purpose. In short, it transforms a thread syscall sequence into an SBG, which effectively is a summarization of a syscall sequence (step 2 in Figure 5.2). Formally, the SBG described in Chapter 4 is a behavior or unigram graph, similar to the n-gram graph described in [41, 71, 89]. Figure 5.3 depicts a SBG, with each vertex representing a syscall, and each edge representing an adjacent syscall execution, labeled with their raw frequencies. The log-likelihood distance (Equation 5.2) is naturally suited for SBGs, as the weights of edges are continuous values (normalized out-degree frequencies), and the vertices are categorical values (binary).
5.5.2 Program Modeling

Clusters produced from clustering analysis serve as the basis for the decision engine. Chapter 4 describes an approach for clustering SBGs, using the resulting clusters as input into language modeling algorithms or as a model directly. This work explores the latter, using the clusters themselves to discriminate between normal and anomalous threads. In this section, the model building and selection processes are discussed for the training and a portion of the phase, respectively. This step is depicted in step 2 in Figure 5.2, which either builds or checks the model against a case, depending on the mode (training or testing).
Training

The technique in Chapter 4 for grouping similar thread behaviors by SBGs is leveraged to produce the detection model in this work. This process involves converting thread-wise sequences generated by a program into behavior graphs with edges weights corresponding to frequencies (normalized) of adjacent syscall executions. Prior to clustering, the weights are normalized by dividing the weights of a vertex’s out-edges by the total of all out-edges for that vertex. This results in all weights falling in the range $[0, 1]$ and two threads with the same behavior, but different syscall sequence lengths, being more similar (less dissimilar) to each other. The dissimilarity between each pair of SBGs in a dataset, as defined in Chapter 4, is computed for the dissimilarity matrix for clustering. Dissimilarity between a pair of SBGs $G$ and $H$ is defined as follows:

$$\delta(G, H) = (0.5) \frac{\text{VertexCost}}{|V(G)| + |V(H)|} + (0.5) \frac{\text{EdgeWeightCost}}{W(G) + W(H)},$$

(5.6)

where $V$ is the number of vertices of a graph, $W$ is the sum of all weights in a graph, $E$ is the number of edges, $\text{VertexCost}$ is the number of added/deleted edges to transform the vertex set of $G$ to $H$, and $\text{EdgeWeightCost}$ is sum of weights of unpreserved edges and differences of preserved edges between $G$ and $H$. The weighting factor of 0.5 places equal emphasis on the vertices and edges in a graph. Finally, hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) with complete linkage is applied to the dissimilarity matrix of a range of cluster numbers to determine an appropriate number of clusters via the average silhouette width (ASW) or some other clustering quality criterion. This step is depicted in step 2 in Figure 5.2

Selection

After clusters are generated from a dataset, they can be used to score the "fitness" of a test case against a cluster. Selecting and testing only against the nearest cluster results in fewer computations than doing so for all clusters, searching to see if any results in an acceptable anomaly score. As HCA with complete linkage is used in the modeling stage, it is used for the model selection.
phase as well. This involves comparing the most dissimilar elements from each cluster to the test case s, choosing the least among these. This step is depicted in step 3b in Figure 5.2.

5.5.3 Case Testing

Following step 3b in modeling, an anomaly score is computed for a test case to determine if it falls within the upper limit established by the boundary member(s) of its nearest cluster. As mentioned, the log-likelihood distance, or GDI, is used to determine how well a cluster is suited to the given test case. This is determined by determining which side of the threshold a test case’s GDI falls: within (normal) or outside (anomalous). These are both accomplished in step 4 in Figure 5.2 and are elaborated below.

Computation of Indices

The SBG needs to be represented in a vector form suitable for the log-likelihood distance (GDI) computations necessary for deriving anomaly index scores. The SBG can be embedded into a feature vector $< s_1, s_2, ..., s_{VS}, e_1, e_2, ..., e_{ES} >$, where $s_m$ is a binary variable indicating whether or not a vertex representing one of $VS$ syscalls encountered in the training set is present, and $e_n$ is a continuous variable indicating the normalized frequency of an edge representing one of $ES$ adjacent syscall pairs encountered in the training set. The mapping between syscall and edge to positions $s_m$ and $e_n$, respectively, depends on their order of discovery, with $s_1$ and $e_1$ being the first for syscalls and adjacent syscall pairs, respectively. This saves memory, as the encountered set of syscalls and adjacent syscall pairs is sparse, particularly for the edges; the number of adjacent syscall pairs is the square of all possible syscalls in a system. The described feature vector is composed of both categorical and continuous values. The log-likelihood distance can accommodate a mixture of categorical and continuous variables, computing different information-theoretic metrics for both each type. For the syscalls (vertices), the column-wise entropy is calculated per syscall vector component. Refer to Table 5.1 a visual depiction of this computation. Each column
entropy $H(s_i)$ represents a VDI quantifying its respective contribution to the overall GDI. The row sum of these VDIs is the contribution of the syscall components (categorical distance) to the GDI. Similarly for adjacent syscall pairs (edges), the column-wise information is computed for edge weights. Each column entropy $L(e_i)$ is the VDI of a component’s contribution to the GDI. Refer to Table 5.2 for a visual depiction of this computation. The row sum of these VDIs is the contribution of adjacent syscall frequencies to the overall GDI (continuous distance). Note that the VDI of a component is trivially zero or $\ln(\Delta k)$ if a syscall or adjacent syscall pair is not present for all members of a cluster, respectively, having little to no effect on the GDI.

**Detection Logic**

Anomaly detection using log-likelihood distance, as accomplished in [22] and [87], involves manually setting a threshold (number of samples or percentage) to identify outlier candidates according to their anomaly index scores. During the model training phase, the GDI for each training sample is computed with respect to its assigned cluster. Subsequently, the GDI of a test case is computed with respect to its nearest cluster by complete linkage. The GDIs of the cluster’s members and the test case are sorted. The test case is considered anomalous if any of the following are true:

1. the case falls outside of the predefined threshold (highest anomaly index by number or percentage), or
2. the case contains a syscall (vertex) not present in the entire training set, or
3. the case contains an adjacent syscall pair (edge) not present in the entire training set, or
4. the case’s nearest cluster is a singleton.

Case 1 effectively trims a cluster of extreme values to reduce false negatives. This is likely due to imperfections in the clustering algorithms and/or dissimilarity metric defined. Both Case 2 and 3 follow the intuition that an execution should not contain a syscall or adjacent syscall pair that never occurred during training; additionally, unseen syscalls and adjacent pairs are never assigned a position in the feature vector and thus cannot be handled by our approach (this would demand
Figure 5.4: Clusters with Boundary Samples as Thresholds (m=median). This depicts threshold of zero. In this word, we use 5% and 10%.

Table 5.1: Computation of Entropy VDIs (Categorical Values). $b_{i,j}$ is a binary value (present or not) for the vector position $s_i$ of SBG member $j$ in cluster $v$ of $N_v$ order retroactively assigning missing values to discovered items). For Case 4, singletons are treated as anomalies by default in [87]. This signifies a poorly formed cluster with few samples; in this case, log-likelihood distance would be insignificant. Note that in this study, we use percentages (5% and 10%) as thresholds to keep cutoffs proportionate to cluster size.

Table 5.2: Computation of Variance VDIs (Continuous Values). $c_{i,j}$ is a continuous value between [0,1] for the vector position $e_i$ of SBG member $j$ in cluster $v$ of $N_v$ order.
5.5.4 Validation

As with previous syscall HIDS, the problem of detecting intrusions is essentially a binary classification problem; given a test case, determine whether it is normal (benign) or anomalous (malicious). As such, metrics often associated in measuring the accuracy of binary classifiers are used. Also, to demonstrate the value of a thread-sensitive approach, we compare the performance of our classifier against sequence time-delay embedding (STIDE), a publicly available and commonly used classifier [46,78]. These aspects of the evaluation are detailed below.

Metrics

The raw values, involved in computing more interpretive metrics, are 1) true positive (TP), 2) false positive (FP), 3) true negative (TN) and 4) false negative (FN). These are defined below in the context of syscall HIDS:

- **True Positive (TP)**: a case that is correctly identified as anomalous (malicious)
- **False Positive (FP)**: a case that is incorrectly identified as anomalous (malicious)
- **True Negative (TN)**: a case that is correctly identified as normal (benign)
- **False Negative (FN)**: a case that is incorrectly identified as normal (malicious)

More interpretive metrics for comparing classifiers are the true positive rate (TPR), false positive rate (FPR) and overall detection rate (DR). These are computed in terms of the aforementioned raw metrics. The TPR is defined as:

\[
TPR = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} = \frac{TP}{|MaliciousSamples|}. \tag{5.7}
\]

This metric reflects how well a classifier performs at detecting an event. In this case, event refers to an attack. Simply, it is the number of raised alerts (TP) over all attacks that occurred \( (TP + FN = \)
Similarly, FPR is defined as:

$$FPR = \frac{TN}{TN + FP} = \frac{TN}{|\text{BenignSamples}|}.$$  \hfill (5.8)

This metric reflects well a classifier performs at dismissing benign events, as excessive FPs cause undue burden on defenders. The overall detection accuracy, which is the correct identification of all events (TPs and TNs) over all events (TPs, TNs, FPs and FNs) is expressed as:

$$ACC = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + FP + TN + FN} = \frac{TP + TN}{|\text{MaliciousSamples}| + |\text{BenignSamples}|}.$$  \hfill (5.9)

This metric integrates all of the raw metrics for a single value capturing general classification performance.

**STIDE Comparison**

To demonstrate the value of our thread- and behavior-sensitive anomaly detector, we compare its performance against a legacy decision engine commonly used for benchmarking: the publicly available STIDE anomaly syscall detection system developed by Forrest et al [46,78]. STIDE was among the legacy decision engines tested in [25] against a moderately more challenging dataset, producing suboptimal results. Central to this HIDS is a database which stores fixed length sequences of the training data (normally 6), which is comprised of normal syscall sequences from a target program. Given a time series for testing, it reports on the consistency of the test case with respect the database.

**5.6 Implementation**

In this section, we highlight the important specifics in the system used to implement the methodology. All phases of development were accomplished on a 32-core Xeon, 128GB RAM CentOS 6 platform.
5.6.1 Data Collection

The approach in this chapter is suited for anomaly detection in highly multi-threaded, complex programs. As such, we leverage the dataset collector in [74] to gather rich, per-thread syscall sequences generated by the many different thread activities present in Mozilla Firefox 52.0.2: at least 50 different activities identifiable via debugging information. This Pin/Firefox combo is then containerized (for isolated, concurrent instances) and directed to visit the top 1K popular websites on ALEXA in an effort to explore diverse content from a variety of websites, resulting in more code coverage in the Firefox binaries firefox and plugin-container, and thus, a more complete set of syscall sequences describing program behavior [100][101]. These sequences are subsequently transformed in the SBGs previously described in Section 5.5.1 and stored into a Lightning Memory-mapped Database for quick retrieval during the model building phase.

5.6.2 Model Building

As mentioned earlier, the solutions produced from clustering analysis serve as discriminators between normal and anomalous activities. The tool developed in Chapter 4 is utilized to build these clusters. It is composed of multi-threaded variations of fastcluster [68] and The C Clustering library [27] to provide a defender with quick analysis of the quality of clustering solutions. These solutions can be generated in approximately 30 minutes with 16 parallel threads, rendering this approach feasible for real-world deployment.

5.6.3 Decision engine

The anomaly detection framework is detailed in IBM’s Statistical Package for Social Sciences [87]. As we only needed particular elements of this framework, as it is part of a larger TwoStep Clustering algorithm, we implemented the detection logic in-house in C/C++ with Boost [86] for its convenient graph library, for the SBG, and serialization library, for object storage and retrieval from the DB.
5.7 Evaluation

To validate our approach, we evaluated the detection model produced from our methodology against a dataset composed of benign and malicious threads, with the latter being synthetically constructed. The rationale for synthetic malicious data is elaborated in Section 5.7.1. We begin this section with a more detailed description of the dataset used to conduct the evaluation followed by the metrics used to aid in selecting parameters for the detection model (i.e., \( k \), the number of clusters). Finally, we report the detection accuracy along with its associated metrics.

5.7.1 Dataset

The dataset used for evaluation is composed of 115,713 threads generated during the crawling of the most popular sites, according to ALEXA. The rationale for using ALEXA’s top ranked websites as a source is two-fold: 1) ALEXA has been previously used as a source of benign URLs for training honeyclients in \([100,101]\), and 2) these URLs will be used in constructing benign and manually perturbed (synthetic) malicious data for testing. The assumption for the first rationale is that these websites are highly maintained and less likely to be exploited than less popular websites. Therefore, traces and features resulting from visiting these websites can serve in building models of normal behavior for anomaly detection. In this application, the aim is to visit a variety of websites with diverse features to discover as many thread behaviors possible (i.e., increase code coverage). Of the 115,713 threads collected, 50K will be used for training and the other 65,713 will be used for testing (split between benign and synthetic malicious samples). Table 5.3 summarizes the breakdown of the dataset. Note that multiple programs are spawned for visiting URLs. (\texttt{firefox,plugin-container,ls, and grep}).

Malicious Testing Data Instead of using malicious URL lists to collect our malicious dataset, we synthetically inject benign syscall sequences with attack syscall sequences provided by ADFA Linux Dataset (ADFA-LD) \([25]\). This was deemed necessary to produce positively malicious samples, as malicious URL lists are often unreliable in providing such data. URLs in such lists are often
disabled administratively or the attacks may not target the specific vendor, version and platform (OS and architecture) of the browser. Many conditions must be met for a successful compromise of a target browser. Therefore, we use the syscall sequences from control-flow hijacking attacks from [25] to adulterate threads from benign portion of the dataset to construct the malicious samples. Only a single, random thread is compromised per URL visit. Additionally, the splice point is chosen at random between the benign and attack sequences while retaining the original benign sequence length for program sequence reconstruction for testing with a legacy technique. Once a thread is compromised, it remains so, resulting in attack sequences taking over until termination of the thread of program. This process is depicted in Figure 5.5. The profile of syscalls in the attack sample versus those of the training and testing samples is shown in Figure 5.6. Note that as the ADFA-LD dataset was collected under 32-bit Linux, remapping of syscall identifiers was necessary for 64-bit Linux. The emphasis is to capture the intent of the attack via its interaction with the kernel, so semantics are preserved during this remapping process (details can be found in Appendix A).
Figure 5.6: Syscall Profiles. The syscall profiles for training, testing and attack data (frequency of each syscall over each respective subset).
5.7.2 k Selection

As clustering analysis is the model building technique for our detector, we need to determine an appropriate number of clusters $k$ to partition the dataset. In contrast to Chapter 4, where we filter out anonymous threads to allow for evaluation of cluster purity, we include all threads in this study as the clustering of SBGs has been validated. The average silhouette width (ASW) plot of this combined dataset is shown in Figure 5.7. It is clear that a range of values appear to be good candidate values for $k \in [37, 49]$. In Chapter 4, analysis of the labeled portion of the dataset showed that higher values were better (in terms of adjust Rand index). Therefore, we select $k = 49$. This is consistent with the fact that the addition of anonymous threads increases the number of discovered behaviors in the larger dataset (previously, 46 in the labeled portion).

5.7.3 Classification Performance

Table 5.4 shows the raw and computed values of our classifier, henceforth referred to as SBG cluster outlier detection (SCOD), versus STIDE against the constructed dataset. As mentioned earlier, two reasonable thresholds were tested for each of the classifiers; 5% and 10% for SCOD, and window sizes 6 and 9 for STIDE. It is important to note that the raw values for SCOD are per thread sequence and those for STIDE are per program sequence, as shown in the dataset breakdown in Table 5.3. Therefore, the computed values offer more interpretive and normalized values to
Table 5.4: Summary of Classification Performance (SCOD vs STIDE). Two thresholds were tried for each classifier; 5% and 10% boundaries for SCOD, and 6 and 9 window sizes for STIDE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier\Score</th>
<th>Malicious</th>
<th>Benign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>FN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOD-5%</td>
<td>26311</td>
<td>5104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOD-10%</td>
<td>26702</td>
<td>4713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STIDE-6</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STIDE-9</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>849</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

compare classification performance of the classifiers. In identifying malicious samples, SCOD’s worst detection rate at 5% threshold is more than double STIDE’s best at window size 6: 0.85 and 0.35, respectively. As expected with per-thread detection models, the FNs are reduced due to a better model fit of the activity in Firefox resulting in a better TPR. With respect to FPR, SCOD’s worst FPR is less than half that of STIDE’s: 0.04 and 0.11, respectively. High FPR is highly undesirable as it causes undue workload for the defender; each FP needs to be investigated because it is initially unknown that it is a false alarm. Increasing, or tightening, the threshold generally increases FPs and increases TPs as the profile for malicious activity becomes stricter; the higher the threshold, the more normal samples fall on the malicious side of the detector. We see this in both classifiers, but with a higher increase in FPR in STIDE at the common thresholds of 6 and 9 versus a minor increases in SCOD at 5% and 10%: 0.01 verses 0.04, respectively. These TPR and FPR values give insight into the overall detection accuracy of the two classifiers, with SCOD average around 0.90 and 0.35. This shows that per-thread modeling is a promising approach in developing classifiers.

## 5.8 Limitations and Future Work

The work presented has several positive characteristics. Namely, it has fast training and testing times, and effectively models multi-threaded programs. However, there are some current drawbacks in the dataset used to evaluate our approach and the "static" nature data structure fundamental to modeling limit its use-case scenarios. We discuss these issues and present ideas for resolving them in future work.
Synthetic Attack Dataset

The malicious samples in the dataset used to evaluate the accuracy of this approach are synthetic. A portion of the benign data was perturbed to reflect hijacked threads. This design decision was made to profile a highly multi-threaded program, a web browser, which is a common target for attacks (e.g., drive-by-download, heap spraying, etc.) and because malicious URL lists are not a reliable source for attack data for research. Compromised URLs are often addressed administratively before attack data can be collected. In future research, we hope to find other highly multi-thread programs with many verifiable attacks, or a reliable testbed for a browser which includes attacks.

Manual Thresholds

Instead of anomaly thresholds being set automatically, they are manually set to control the FNs that would be induced by the negative impact of cluster outliers resulting from our modeling technique. Using a boundary determined by the most deviant member can create a wide gap for exploitation if this member is an outlier. Ideally, thresholds naturally defined by only the non-outlier cluster members would eliminate this tuning parameter, which requires manual configuration. Such natural, non-outlier thresholds would require dissimilarity formulations and clustering techniques resilient against outliers. Future work will explore further improving both of these areas to eliminate the manual intervention of a defender to tune the classifier.

Offline Analysis

In particular, this approach can only readily be used for offline analysis to analyze transaction or session-based activities. For example, the target program in this study, Mozilla Firefox, has session-based actions. The session begins with directing the browser to a URL, and ends with a page loaded event. Since all threads are to be monitored (including initialization and destruction threads) this work executes and terminates a fresh instance of Firefox for each URL, syscall collection begins at the invocation of 
\texttt{firefox} and termination of the resulting processing, capturing the HTTP session in-between. Not all programs of interest follow this paradigm. Therefore, we
need to extend this approach to be more general. One proposal is to represent an online sequence of syscalls via a dynamic graph. Unlike the SBG used in this chapter, which requires a terminated syscall sequence, a dynamic version could accommodate continuous sequence, the graph differential is used for model building and anomaly detection.

5.9 Conclusion

Previous data-driven approaches in syscall HIDS fall short in modeling, and thus, protecting even moderately more complex software than those reflected in datasets used over the past two decades. This is due to monolithic models responsible for capturing diverse behaviors and/or interleaved sequences capture at the program level. A thread-sensitive approach is more appropriate for the complex, multi-threaded programs of interest to defenders today. Therefore, a syscall HIDS aware of such diverse behaviors is necessary to protect programs and systems in use today.

This chapter presents an anomaly detection technique which can utilize refined models comprised of the SBG clusters produced from the methodology presented in Chapter 4. Results show a thread-sensitive approach evaluated against a highly complex program can achieve the accuracies of legacy approaches against simpler programs.
Chapter 6: CONCLUSIONS

This thesis addresses the problem of syscall HIDS for complex multi-threaded programs. A three-pronged approach for improving shortcomings in the data source, modeling and detection logic is undertaken to advance the state-of-the-art in syscall anomaly detection. These contributions ultimately result in an accurate classifier suited to detect anomalies in today’s complex software. Despite these contributions, there is much room for improvement in each of these areas. Additionally, more capabilities are envisioned for this work in broader use-case scenarios.

6.1 Contributions

The overarching goal of this thesis is to reinvigorate syscall HIDS research by not only introducing yet another anomaly detection method, but by reevaluating the nature of the problem and advancing other factors in the development of this technology. We elaborate fundamental shortcomings in characteristics of previous datasets and the modeling techniques which utilize them for design and evaluation. Therefore, we make contributions to improving the data source and modeling techniques, proposing a decision engine. These contributions are as follows:

- A dataset collector: We provide an rich and extensible syscall dataset collector to enable researchers to easily compile syscall datasets with the features necessary to accommodate future approaches.

- A methodology for thread behavior clustering: We propose a methodology for clustering thread behaviors by syscall pattern summaries to allow for building multiple submodels specific to behaviors, as opposed to a single model responsible for capturing all behaviors.

- A thread-sensitive anomaly detector: We apply an outlier detection detection for clustering to the problem of anomaly detection, utilize the models produced from our thread behavior clustering methodology.
6.2 Future Work

Aside from the incremental improvements to the contributions discussed in their respective sections in this thesis, the ultimate goal is to extend beyond single hosts an enterprise scale. Efforts will start at protecting all threads on a host, and ultimately all hosts in an enterprise. Our vision entails an appliance which enables the offloading of syscall analysis from hosts to this dedicated system for anomaly detection. This will result in a cost-effective IDS that is simple to deploy, as it is centralized.

6.3 Final Remarks

The role of intrusion detection in the holistic framework of cybersecurity is increasing as defenders are accepting the reality that it is only a matter of when, not if, systems will be compromised, despite significant efforts. Instead of focusing resources on prevention, research is turning to faster and more accurate detection to help mitigate damages to organizations. Despite the potential of syscalls as a indicator of benign and malicious program behavior, its power has been stunted as previous syscall anomaly detection algorithms are evaluated against aging, or very limited datasets. Thus, the results reported from those studies may not be representative when these approaches are utilized in defending more modern, complex programs. Therefore, we set out to develop tools and techniques to address this problem. Particularly, we pay specific attention to the largely unaddressed problem of monitoring complex multi-threaded programs. In conclusion, more capability can be extracted from syscalls in detecting intrusions by improving all aspects of syscall HIDS: data collection, program modeling and the DE.
Appendix A: REMAPPING OF ATTACK SYSTEM CALL SEQUENCES FROM 32-BIT TO 64-BIT LINUX

In order to utilize the attack sequences from [25] with our syscall dataset collected under 64-bit Linux, it is necessary to remap the syscall identifiers from 32-bit Linux to their 64-bit counterparts. The attack sequences in [25] only use a subset of all available syscalls, so only those are translated to simplify the task. This remapping was done with the aid of [1], [2], and the Linux source [10].

Table A.1: Remapping Table for Attack Sequences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>32-bit Identifier</th>
<th>64-bit Identifier</th>
<th>32-bit Entry Name</th>
<th>64-bit Entry Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>sys_read</td>
<td>sys_read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>sys_write</td>
<td>sys_write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>sys_open</td>
<td>sys_open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>sys_close</td>
<td>sys_close</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>sys_waitpid</td>
<td>sys_wait4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>sys_unlink</td>
<td>sys_unlink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>sys_execve</td>
<td>sys_execve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>sys_chdir</td>
<td>sys_chdir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>sys_time</td>
<td>sys_time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>sys_lseek</td>
<td>sys_lseek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>sys_access</td>
<td>sys_access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>sys_times</td>
<td>sys_times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>sys_brk</td>
<td>sys_brk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>sys_ioctl</td>
<td>sys_ioctl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>sys_setpgid</td>
<td>sys_setpgid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>sys_umask</td>
<td>sys_umask</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>sys_gettimeofday</td>
<td>sys_gettimeofday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>sys_munmap</td>
<td>sys_munmap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>sys_socketcall</td>
<td>sys_socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>sys_setitimer</td>
<td>sys_setitimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>sys_sigreturn</td>
<td>sys_sigreturn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>sys_clone</td>
<td>stub_clone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>sys_newuname</td>
<td>sys_newuname</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>sys_mprotect</td>
<td>sys_mprotect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-bit Identifier</td>
<td>64-bit Identifier</td>
<td>32-bit Entry Name</td>
<td>64-bit Entry Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>sys_llseek</td>
<td>sys_llseek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>sys_getdents</td>
<td>sys_getdents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>sys_select</td>
<td>sys_select</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>sys_writev</td>
<td>sys_writev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>sys_sched_setscheduler</td>
<td>sys_sched_setscheduler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>sys_nanosleep</td>
<td>sys_nanosleep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>sys_mremap</td>
<td>sys_mremap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>sys_poll</td>
<td>sys_poll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>sys_rt_sigaction</td>
<td>sys_rt_sigaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>sys_rt_sigprocmask</td>
<td>sys_rt_sigprocmask</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>sys_getcwd</td>
<td>sys_getcwd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>sys_getrlimit</td>
<td>sys_getrlimit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>sys_mmap_pgoft</td>
<td>sys_mmap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>sys_stat64</td>
<td>sys_newstat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>196</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>sys_lstat64</td>
<td>sys_newlstat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>sys_fstat64</td>
<td>sys_newfstat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>sys_getgroups</td>
<td>sys_getgroups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>sys_getdents64</td>
<td>sys_getdents64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>221</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>sys_fcnt164</td>
<td>sys_fcnt1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>sys_futex</td>
<td>sys_futex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>243</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>sys_set_thread_area</td>
<td>set_thread_area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>258</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>sys_set_tid_address</td>
<td>sys_set_tid_address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>sys_clock_gettime</td>
<td>sys_clock_gettime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>268</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>sys_statfs64</td>
<td>sys_statfs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>292</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>sys_inotify_add_watch</td>
<td>sys_inotify_add_watch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>295</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>sys_openat</td>
<td>sys_openat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>sys_fstatat64</td>
<td>sys_newfstatat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>sys_unlinkat</td>
<td>sys_unlinkat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>309</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>sys_ppoll</td>
<td>sys_ppoll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>311</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>sys_set_robust_list</td>
<td>sys_set_robust_list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>331</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>sys_pipe2</td>
<td>sys_pipe2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>340</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>sys_prlimit64</td>
<td>sys_prlimit64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B: DISSIMILARITY ROUTINES

Various formulations of dissimilarity were tested to improve clustering performance of labeled thread in Chapter 4. Below is a listing of the tried metrics along with a short rationale for their formulation and corresponding code snippets.

B.1 Combined, Unweighted GED-based Dissimilarity

Inspired by [58] and [54], this is the initial formulation attempted for comparing SBGs in this work. As relabeling cost is 1) considered too expensive to compute, and 2) may indicate high similarity between graphs with disjoint syscalls but with similar structure, it is omitted. The results of this formulation were mediocre, at best. Some problems with this are the dominance of weights in graphs with a high edge-to-vertex ratio, and the omission of edge weights, which can be used to further distinguish between graphs with similar structure. The formulation and corresponding code snippet for combined, unweighted GED-based Dissimilarity are as follows:

$$\delta(G, H) = \frac{\text{VertexCost} + \text{EdgeCost}}{|V_G| + |E_G| + |V_H| + |E_H|}$$

```cpp
double similarity_nlbasicmap(uint_set &gn, uint_set &hn, uint_edge_set &ge, uint_edge_set &he)
{
    double node_cost = 0.0, edge_cost = 0.0, node_total = 0.0, edge_total = 0.0;
    double edge_wcost_del, edge_wcost_ins;
    double gn_size = gn.size(), hn_size = hn.size();
    double ge_size = ge.size(), he_size = he.size();
    double sim;

    node_cost += set_deletions(gn, hn);
    node_cost += set_insertions(gn, hn);

    edge_cost += set_deletions(ge, he, &edge_wcost_del);
    edge_cost += set_insertions(ge, he, &edge_wcost_ins);
}
```
B.2 Split, Weighted GED-based Dissimilarity

To mitigate the problems of the formulation above, we 1) give vertices and edges equal contribution to a dissimilarity score with a weighting factor of 0.5, and 2) use normalized frequency of adjacent syscall execution to further discriminate between graphs with similar vertex and edge sets, but different use case scenarios. This achieved the best performance in clustering, with an average silhouette coefficient in the "good" range. The formulation and code snippet are as follows:

$$\delta(G, H) = (0.5) \frac{\text{VertexCost}}{|V_G| + |V_H|} + (0.5) \frac{\text{EdgeWeightCost}}{W(E_G) + W(E_H)}$$

```c++
double similarity_nlsplitmap(uint_set &gn, uint_set &hn, uint_edge_set &ge, uint_edge_set &he) {
    double node_cost = 0.0, edge_cost = 0.0, node_total = 0.0, edge_total = 0.0;
    double edge_wcost, edge_wcost_del, edge_wcost_ins, edge_wcost_se, edge_wtotal = 0.0;
    double gn_size = gn.size(), hn_size = hn.size();
    double ge_size = set_weight_total(ge), he_size = set_weight_total(he);
    double sim;

    node_cost += set_deletions(gn,hn);
    node_cost += set_insertions(gn,hn);
    edge_cost += set_deletions_fast(ge,he,&edge_wcost_del);
    edge_cost += set_insertions_fast(ge,he,&edge_wcost_ins);
    edge_cost += set_shared_edges_fast(ge,he,&edge_wcost_se);
    edge_wcost = edge_wcost_del + edge_wcost_ins + edge_wcost_se;
    edge_wtotal += set_edge_wtotal(ge);
    edge_wtotal += set_edge_wtotal(he);
    return sim;
}
```
edge_total += ge_size + he_size;

node_total = gn_size + hn_size;

sim = 0.5 * ((node_cost)/(node_total) + (edge_wcost)/(edge_wtotal));

return sim;
}

B.3 Split, Unweighted Jaccard index-based Dissimilarity

A dissimilarity formulation that was tested, yet produced not notable results, was a Jaccard index-based dissimilarity. The intuition was that since a graph $G$ is simply a tuple of sets $(V,E)$, a dissimilarity measure specific to sets would be more appropriate, as we consider the contribution of vertices and edges separately before aggregating them into a single score with equal contribution. However, this produced no notable results for reporting. This may be explored more comprehensively in the future to underpin its shortcomings. The formulation and code snippet are as follows:

$$
\delta(G,H) = (0.5) \frac{|V_G \cup V_H| - |V_G \cap V_H|}{|V_G \cup V_H|} + (0.5) \frac{|E_G \cup E_H| - |E_G \cap E_H|}{|E_G \cup E_H|}
$$

```cpp
double similarity_nlsplitjaccardmap(uint_set &gn, uint_set &hn, uint_edge_set &ge, uint_edge_set &he)
{
    double edge_denom, node_denom, ghe_inter_size, ghn_inter_size;
    double gn_size = gn.size(), hn_size = hn.size();
    double ge_size = ge.size(), he_size = he.size();
    double sim;
    uint_set ghn_inter;
    uint_edge_set ghe_inter;

    edge_denom = ge_size + he_size - ghe_inter_size;
    node_denom = gn_size + hn_size - ghn_inter_size;

    sim = 0.5 * ( (1-(ghn_inter_size)/(node_denom)) + (1-(ghe_inter_size)/(edge_denom)) );
}
```
Another metric that was tested with insignificant results was a weighted version of the combined, unweighted GED-based dissimilarity. This was tested prior to considering weights to determine if weighting the contribution of vertices and edges was more beneficial than including weights. Although better than the combined, unweighted GED-based dissimilarity, it was the consideration of weights that resulted in the biggest increased in clustering performance.

\[
\delta(G, H) = (0.5) \frac{\text{VertexCost}}{|V_G| + |V_H|} + (0.5) \frac{\text{EdgeCost}}{W(E_G) + W(E_H)}
\]

```cpp
double similarity_nlsplitbasicmap(uint_set &gn, uint_set &hn, uint_edge_set &ge, uint_edge_set &he)
{
    double node_cost = 0.0, edge_cost = 0.0, node_total = 0.0, edge_total = 0.0;
    double edge_wcost_del, edge_wcost_ins;
    double gn_size = gn.size(), hn_size = hn.size();
    double ge_size = ge.size(), he_size = he.size();
    double sim;

    node_cost += set_deletions(gn,hn);
    node_cost += set_insertions(gn,hn);

    edge_cost += set_deletions_fast(ge,he,&edge_wcost_del);
    edge_cost += set_insertions_fast(ge,he,&edge_wcost_ins);

    edge_total += ge_size + he_size;

    node_total = gn_size + hn_size;

    sim = 0.5 * ((node_cost)/(node_total) + (edge_cost)/(edge_total));

    return sim;
}
```
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